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Abstract The giant impact hypothesis remains the leading theory for lunar origin. However, current

models struggle to explain the Moon’s composition and isotopic similarity with Earth. Here we present a

new lunar origin model. High-energy, high-angular-momentum giant impacts can create a post-impact

structure that exceeds the corotation limit, which defines the hottest thermal state and angular

momentum possible for a corotating body. In a typical super-corotation-limit body, traditional definitions

of mantle, atmosphere, and disk are not appropriate, and the body forms a new type of planetary structure,

named a synestia. Using simulations of cooling synestias combined with dynamic, thermodynamic, and

geochemical calculations, we show that satellite formation from a synestia can produce the main features

of our Moon. We find that cooling drives mixing of the structure, and condensation generates moonlets

that orbit within the synestia, surrounded by tens of bars of bulk silicate Earth vapor. The moonlets and

growing moon are heated by the vapor until the first major element (Si) begins to vaporize and buffer the

temperature. Moonlets equilibrate with bulk silicate Earth vapor at the temperature of silicate vaporization

and the pressure of the structure, establishing the lunar isotopic composition and pattern of moderately

volatile elements. Eventually, the cooling synestia recedes within the lunar orbit, terminating the main stage

of lunar accretion. Our model shifts the paradigm for lunar origin from specifying a certain impact scenario

to achieving a Moon-forming synestia. Giant impacts that produce potential Moon-forming synestias were

common at the end of terrestrial planet formation.

Plain Language Summary The favored theory for lunar origin is that a Mars-sized body hit the

proto-Earth and injected a disk of material into orbit, out of which the Moon formed. In the traditional Giant

Impact Model the Moon forms primarily from the body that hit Earth and is chemically different from Earth.

However, Earth and the Moon are observed to be very similar, bringing the traditional model into question.

We present a new model that explains the isotopic and chemical compositions of the Moon. In this model,

a giant impact, that is more energetic than in the traditional model, drives the Earth into a fast-spinning,

vaporized state that extends for tens of thousands of kilometers. Such planetary states are called synestias.

As the synestia cools, material condenses and forms the Moon. Here we present physical and chemical

models of the cooling synestia and predict the pressure and temperature history of the material that forms

the Moon. We find that the Moon forms within the synestia, surrounded by Earth-composition vapor at

pressures of tens of bars. The Moon orbits within the synestia long enough to chemically equilibrate with

the vaporized Earth. Our calculations predict the chemical similarities between Earth and the Moon.

1. Introduction

In the giant impact hypothesis for lunar origin (Cameron & Ward, 1976; Hartmann & Davis, 1975), the

proto-Earth suffered a collision with another protoplanet near the end of accretion that ejected material

into a circumterrestrial disk, out of which the Moon formed (see reviews by Asphaug, 2014; Barr, 2016;

Stevenson, 1987). Giant impacts are highly energetic events that vaporize a portion of the impacting bodies.

Hence, thedisk is amultiphasemixtureof liquid andvapor (Canup, 2004, 2008a, 2012; Canup&Asphaug, 2001;

Ćuk & Stewart, 2012). Modeling the formation of the Moon from such a disk is challenging and the details

of lunar accretion are still uncertain (e.g., Carballido et al., 2016; Charnoz & Michaut, 2015; Gammie et al.,

2016; Machida & Abe, 2004; Salmon & Canup, 2012; Thompson & Stevenson, 1988; Ward, 2012, 2014, 2017).
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To date, lunar origin studies have not demonstrated that a single giant impact can explain both the physical

and chemical properties of our Moon (Asphaug, 2014; Barr, 2016).

Most studies of the origin of the Moon have focused on a narrow range of impact scenarios. Cameron and

Ward (1976) proposed that the Moon-forming giant impact could have prescribed the present-day angu-

lar momentum (AM) of the Earth-Moon system. Numerical simulations have shown that a grazing collision

with a Mars-mass impactor near the mutual escape velocity can impart the present-day AM and generate a

silicate-rich disk composed of more than a lunar mass of material (Canup, 2004, 2008a; Canup & Asphaug,

2001). This scenario, which we refer to as the canonical giant impact, has become the de facto working

model for lunar origin. However, studies of the canonical impact and its aftermath have difficulty explaining

some key observables of the Earth-Moon system, including: the isotopic similarity between Earth and the

Moon; the lunar depletion in moderately volatile elements; the large mass of the Moon; and the present-day

lunar inclination.

Numerical simulations of giant impacts predict that the canonical lunar disk is derived primarily from the

impactor (Canup, 2004, 2008a; Canup & Asphaug, 2001). However, increasingly precise isotopic measure-

ments of terrestrial and lunar samples have shown that Earth and the Moon share very similar initial isotopic

ratios for a wide range of elements (Lugmair & Shukolyukov, 1998; Wiechert et al., 2001; Zhang et al., 2012).

Because the isotope ratios of such elements are observed to vary significantly among planetary bodies

(Clayton & Mayeda, 1996; Trinquier et al., 2007; Yin et al., 2002; Zhang et al., 2012), the impactor is generally

expected to have had a distinct isotopic composition, resulting in a measurable isotopic difference between

Earth and the Moon (Pahlevan & Stevenson, 2007; Melosh, 2014; Young et al., 2016).

Two classes of solutions to the problem of isotopic similarity have been proposed. First, post-impact

mixing between the planet and lunar disk could have erased initial isotopic heterogeneities (Pahlevan &

Stevenson, 2007), but the extent of mixing required to explain the observations is a problem in the canonical

model (Melosh, 2014). Second, the impactor and proto-Earth could have formed from the same sourcemate-

rial and thus shared nearly identical isotopic signatures (Dauphas, 2017; Dauphas et al., 2014; Jacobsen et al.,

2013). There is evidence for a reservoir of terrestrial precursor materials with fractionation-corrected isotopic

ratios that are distinct from the meteorites and planetary samples in our collections (e.g., Drake & Righter,

2002). If the impactor and target accreted the majority of their mass from the same reservoir, the Earth and

Moon would share similar stable isotopic ratios. Stable isotopic ratios are controlled by the source material

only and not affected by processes within the body (e.g., O, Cr, Ti). Yet even if bodies in the inner solar sys-

tem were formed from material with similar isotopic signatures, this explanation for the isotopic similarity

between Earth and the Moon relies upon a coincidence to explain tungsten, which is sensitive to the condi-

tions and timingof core formationoneachof the collidingbodies (Dauphas, 2017; Dauphas et al., 2014; Kruijer

& Kleine, 2017; Kruijer et al., 2015; Touboul et al., 2015). As discussed in Melosh (2014) and Kruijer and Kleine

(2017), neither of these proposals on their own provides a satisfactory explanation for the isotopic similarity

between Earth and theMoon. Nevertheless, the possibility of amore homogeneous inner solar system relaxes

the isotopic constraint onMoon-formation, asmodels needonly produce similar enough tungsten isotopes in

Earth and theMoon. The tungsten isotope constraint is weaker than that for stable isotopes due to the uncer-

tainties in inferring the post-impact composition before the addition of the late veneer (Kruijer et al., 2015;

Touboul et al., 2015).

Study of lunar samples has revealed that the Moon is significantly depleted in moderately volatile elements

(MVEs; e.g., K, Na, Cu, and Zn) relative to the bulk silicate Earth (BSE). For example, potassium and sodium are

inferred to be depleted by factors of 5 to 10 compared to terrestrial abundances (e.g., Ringwood & Kesson,

1977, see section 5.1). In a series of studies (e.g., Ringwood, 1986; Ringwood & Kesson, 1977), Ringwood

and colleagues argued that the lunar composition could be explained if the Moon was a partial conden-

sate of vapor derived from Earth’s mantle. The MVE depletion of the Moon is a key constraint on lunar origin

models. In addition, the volatile depletion of the Moon has been used to argue for a process-based link

between giant impacts and MVE loss. Indeed, the lunar depletion has been used to propose that Mercury

would be depleted, if it was formed by a giant impact (Peplowski et al., 2011). Wemust understand the physi-

cal processes that led to volatile depletion on theMoon in order to place its data in the context of other bodies

in the solar system. Few studies have attempted to combine the dynamics, thermodynamics, and chemistry

of lunar origin, which is necessary to be able to test the proposed models. Recently, Canup et al. (2015) used

the lunar disk models of Salmon and Canup (2012) and physical chemistry calculations to link the dynamics

and thermodynamics of accretion from a canonical disk. They also suggested that the lunar volatile element
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depletion could be explained if the material that formed the observable Moon was a partial condensate of

diskmaterial. Wang and Jacobsen (2016) recently reported that the potassium isotopes of theMoon are heav-

ier than BSE, which supports the idea of partial condensation. However, the model presented by Canup et al.

(2015) does not quantitatively explain the magnitude, nor pattern, of moderately volatile element deple-

tion observed for the Moon. Small isotopic fractions could be produced if the canonical disk had a period

of hydrodynamic loss (Pritchard & Stevenson, 2000), but, given the mean molecular weight of vapor in the

disk, hydrodynamic escape is unlikely (Nakajima & Stevenson, 2018). Further work is needed to fully integrate

chemical and physical models of lunar origin.

Predicting the final mass of satellites formed by giant impacts is challenging. The methods that are

currently used for simulating giant impacts do not include the physics necessary formodeling lunar accretion;

therefore, separate calculations of disk evolution are required to infer the mass of the satellite produced by a

specific impact. Typically, scaling laws fitted to N-body simulations of idealized circumterrestrial debris disks

(Ida et al., 1997; Kokubo et al., 2000) have been used to estimate the satellite mass from the total mass and

AM of orbiting material (Canup, 2004, 2008a, 2012; Canup & Asphaug, 2001; Ćuk & Stewart, 2012). Studies of

canonical impacts have found that, over a narrow range of impact angles, sufficientmass is injected into orbit

to produce a lunar-mass Moon based on N-body scaling laws. Because N-body simulations do not include

the multiphase physics of the lunar disk, they overestimate the efficiency of satellite formation. Simulations

that include a simplified one-dimensionalmodel of Roche-interiormultiphase disks have inferredmuch lower

accretion efficiencies (Salmon&Canup, 2012, 2014). The Roche limit is the closest distance a satellite canwith-

stand the tidal forces from the planet (about 18,500 km for silicate satellites orbiting Earth). Using the scaling

laws produced by these most recent models, very few of the disks produced in published canonical giant

impact simulations inject the required mass and AM into orbit to produce a lunar-mass satellite (supporting

information section S1). Furthermore, the simple Roche-interior diskmodel used by Salmon andCanup (2012,

2014) likely overestimated the efficiency of the spreading of material beyond the Roche limit. By incorporat-

ingmoremultiphase physics, Charnoz andMichaut (2015) showed that viscous spreading ofmaterial beyond

the Roche limit is slower than that calculated by Salmon and Canup (2012, 2014) and thatmoremass from the

disk is lost to Earth. Canonical impacts typically inject a large amount ofmass directly beyond the Roche limit,

and Charnoz and Michaut (2015) suggested that the Moon could have largely formed from this material. The

efficiency of accretion has not been quantified and such amodel would still need to explain the isotopic simi-

larity andmoderately volatile element depletion. Given the current results fromgiant impact calculations and

available satellite accretion scaling laws, it is uncertainwhether canonical giant impacts can forma sufficiently

large moon.

The origin of the Moon’s present-day orbital inclination, which is about 5∘ from the ecliptic plane, has

been a long standing problem in lunar tidal evolution. If a Moon-forming giant impact also deter-

mined Earth’s present obliquity, then lunar origin in an equatorial disk and subsequent tidal evolution

through the Laplace plane transition, from an orbit that precesses in Earth’s equatorial plane to one that

precesses in the ecliptic plane, should have led to a lunar orbit with near-zero inclination to the ecliptic.

Therefore, dynamical processes subsequent to the impact are required toexplain thepresent lunar inclination.

Proposed solutions in the framework of the canonical model include a complex sequence of luni-solar res-

onances (Touma & Wisdom, 1994), resonant interactions between the Moon and the circumterrestrial disk

(Ward & Canup, 2000), and encounters between large planetesimals and the newly formed Earth-Moon

system (Pahlevan & Morbidelli, 2015). Recently, Chen and Nimmo (2016) and Ćuk et al. (2016) investigated

inclination damping by lunar obliquity tides, and Ćuk et al. (2016) found that lunar inclination must have

been large (∼30∘) prior to the point in tidal recession where the lunar orbit transitions between Cassini states

(distinct dynamical solutions that govern the alignment of the lunar spin axis and orbital plane, see

Peale, 1969). Such a large inclination prior to the Cassini state transition defies explanation by any of the

previously proposed mechanisms to raise lunar inclination after a canonical giant impact. Connecting the

canonical giant impact to the Moon’s current orbit remains an unsolved problem.

Despite the fact that it has not yet explainedmajor characteristics of the Earth-Moon system, the giant impact

hypothesis has not been rejected, primarily due to the lack of another viable mechanism for the origin of

the Moon. A range of alternative impact models have been proposed (Canup, 2012; Ćuk & Stewart, 2012;

Reufer et al., 2012; Rufu et al., 2017), but each calls upon an additional process or a fortunate coincidence

to better explain the Earth-Moon system. Hence, none of these recent variations on an impact origin have

gained broad support.
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A substantial constraint on the canonical Moon-forming impact is that the AM of the Earth-Moon system has

not changed significantly since the formation of the Moon. Ćuk and Stewart (2012) showed that an evec-

tion resonance could drive significant AM loss from the Earth-Moon system after the Moon-forming impact.

Since Ćuk and Stewart (2012), additional mechanisms have been found that could remove AM during lunar

tidal evolution (Ćuk et al., 2016; Tian et al., 2017; Wisdom & Tian, 2015). Allowing for a change of AM after

the impact significantly expands the range of possible impact parameters for the Moon-forming collision.

Ćuk and Stewart (2012) and Canup (2012) showed that high-energy, high-AM impact events can inject much

more material into orbit than canonical impacts. In addition, Ćuk et al. (2016) showed that if the Earth after

the impact had both high AM and high obliquity, an instability during the Laplace plane transition could both

remove AM from the Earth-Moon system and explain the Moon’s present-day orbital inclination. With these

promisingdynamical results, high-AMgiant impact scenarios for lunar originwarrant continued investigation.

Here we present a new model for lunar origin within a terrestrial synestia, an impact-generated structure

with Earth mass and composition that exceeds the corotation limit (CoRoL). Synestias are formed by a range

of high-energy, high-AM collisions during the giant impact stage of planet formation (Lock & Stewart, 2017,

hereafter LS17). A synestia is a distinct dynamical structure compared to a planet with a condensate-

dominated circumplanetary disk, and, as a result, different processes dominate the early evolution of a synes-

tia. Note that preliminary versions of this work (e.g., Lock et al., 2016; Petaev et al., 2016) used different

nomenclature than is used here. In particular, synestias were referred to as continuous mantle-atmosphere-

disk (MAD) structures.

At present, no single calculation can fully capture the dynamics, thermodynamics, and chemistry of lunar

accretion. Therefore, our approach is to link the physics and chemistry of satellite accretion from a terrestrial

synestia by understanding the processes that control the pressure and temperature paths of thematerial that

forms amoon. First, we determine the pressure-temperature conditions of amoon that grows by accretion of

condensing silicate vapor.We then argue that the composition of the growingmoon is set by equilibriumwith

BSE vapor over a specific range of pressures and temperatures determined by the structure and the phase

relationships for material of BSE composition. Finally, we demonstrate that a variety of high-energy, high-AM

giant impacts can generate initial conditions that can potentially lead to the formation of a lunar-mass moon

with the observed geochemical characteristics of our Moon. Our model provides a promising pathway to

explain all the key observables of the Moon discussed above: the isotopic similarity between Earth and the

Moon; the magnitude and pattern of moderately volatile element depletion in the Moon; and the large mass

of the Moon. If Earth had a large obliquity after the giant impact, then a single event may also explain the

inclination of the lunar orbit and the present-day AM of the Earth-Moon system (Ćuk et al., 2016).

This paper is organized as follows. First, we describe the structures that are generated by giant impacts

(sections 2.1 and 2.2). Next, we discuss the processes that dominate the evolution of a synestia as it cools

(section 2.3). We present calculations of the pressure field of a synestia and estimate the mass and loca-

tion of the moon that is formed (sections 2.4 and 2.5). Then, we present a calculation of the phase dia-

gram for BSE composition material over the pressure and temperature range of the outer portions of the

structure (section 3). In section 4, we combine the results of the previous sections to propose a coupled

dynamic and thermodynamic model for the formation of a moon from a terrestrial synestia and identify the

pressure-temperature-spatial paths of condensates and growing moonlets. The chemical composition of the

moon is estimated using the physical chemistry of the BSE system at the pressure and temperature predicted

by our model. In section 5, we discuss formation of our Moon from a synestia as a new model for lunar ori-

gin. We discuss the consistency of such a model with observations and examine the possible range of giant

impacts thatmaygeneratepost-impact structureswith thepotential for formingourMoon.Wepresent a short

unified synopsis of our model for the origin of the Moon in section 6. Finally, we draw our major conclusions

and describe future tests of our model (section 7). This work includes supporting information.

2. Structure and Dynamics of a Synestia

In this section, we examine the physical processes that occur during the formation and evolution of synestias.

First, we describe the physics controlling the structure of post-impact states and demonstrate the magni-

tude of pressure support in synestias (section 2.1). Next, we look at the transition from the impact to a

post-impact state (section 2.2). In section 2.3 we discuss the dominant processes that drive evolution of the

synestia and argue that condensates formed at the photosphere can transport mass radially in the structure.
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Figure 1. Examples of sub-corotation limit (sub-CoRoL) and super-corotation-limit (super-CoRoL) post-impact structures generated by canonical (a–d) and

high-energy, high-AM (e–h) giant impacts, showing axisymmetric pressure (a, e) and silicate specific entropy (b, f ) contours perpendicular to the spin axis, and

the thermal state of the silicate material in the midplane in pressure-specific entropy space (c, d, g, and h). The liquid-vapor phase boundary is a dome-shaped

curve in pressure-specific entropy space (black line). The black dot on the vapor dome (c, d, g, and h) is the critical point for the equation of state used in these

simulations (Scrit = 5.40 kJ K−1 kg−1 , pcrit = 25.5 kbar, Tcrit = 8, 810 K, �crit = 1, 680 kg m−3). Material to the left of the dome is liquid, material to the right of the

dome and below the critical point is vapor, material above and to the right of the critical point is supercritical fluid (SCF), and material within the dome is a

mixture of both liquid and vapor (blue points). The liquid-solid phase boundary is neglected in this equations of state. The calculated pressure and specific

entropy distributions (a–c and e–g) estimate the overall shape of gravitationally and thermally equilibrated post-impact structures, but the pressure structure at

the photic surface was not resolved. During thermal equilibration, the Roche-exterior condensate fraction is removed and the post-impact distribution of specific

entropy (d, h) is averaged such that the middle of the structure has a mass-weighted isentropic region (vertical set of points in (c) and (g)) which transitions to a

saturated vapor region that follows the vapor side of the dome. In (g), the isentropic and saturated vapor regions of the thermally equilibrated structures are

labeled. The inner edge of the saturated vapor region is identified by the black line in (a), (b), (e), and (f ). The structure in (a)–(d) was generated by an impact of a

0.13 MEarth projectile onto a 0.9 MEarth target with an impact velocity of 9.2 km s−1 and an impact parameter of 0.75. For (e)–(h), a 0.47 MEarth projectile hit a

0.57 MEarth target with an impact velocity of 9.7 km s−1 and an impact parameter of 0.55. Midplane profiles are presented in Figure 3.

Based on these arguments, we construct a simple cooling model to calculate the temporal evolution of the

vapor structure of a synestia (section 2.4). In section 2.5 we present an example calculation of the cooling

of a potential Moon-forming synestia. Additional examples of cooling of potential Moon-forming synestias,

formed by very different impact events, are provided in the appendix.

2.1. Structure of Post-impact States

Figures 1a and 1e show the approximate fluid pressure structure of two post-impact states, calculated using

a smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) code (see section 2.4 for details of methods), which evolves the

position and thermal properties of particles of fixed mass using the governing forces and material equations

of state (EOS). The two examples illustrate a post-impact structure that exceeds the CoRoL (LS17) and one that

does not. Both impacts generate significant amounts of vapor. The fluid structures are controlled by a balance

between the gravitational, pressure gradient, and centrifugal forces. For a parcel of material in the midplane,

the force balance is approximately

GMbnd

r2
xy

+
1

�

dp

drxy
− �2rxy = 0 , (1)

where G is the gravitational constant, Mbnd is the bound mass of the structure, rxy is the cylindrical radius, �

is the density of the parcel, p is the gas pressure, and � is the angular velocity. The vertical structure, in the

direction parallel to the rotation axis, is also controlled by hydrostatic balance.
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Figure 2. The disk-like regions of post-impact states can be strongly pressure supported. We calculate the magnitude of

the terms in equation (1) for the two example, post-impact structures shown in Figures 1 and 3. (a, d) Profiles of the

specific gravitational force (solid green), specific pressure gradient force (yellow), and specific centrifugal force (navy) in

the midplane. Quantities have been calculated by taking the average properties of particles in the midplane in 1 Mm

bins and calculating the gradients of pressure and potential using these average properties. Dashed green lines show

the gravity assuming that the body is spherically symmetric, neglecting higher-order terms. (b, e) The ratio of the

pressure gradient and gravitational forces. (c, f ) The difference between the orbit of the pressure-supported mass and a

circular Keplerian orbit of the same angular momentum in the disk-like regions, �xy . Sections of profiles are not shown

due to model artifacts associated with the averaging of the isentropic region of the structures. The profiles for the

sub-corotation-limit (sub-CoRoL) example are more variable due to fewer particles and hence lower resolution in the

disk-like region. The equivalent profiles for different example post-impact structures are shown in Figures A1–A3.

In debris disks, the effect of the pressure support termon themass distribution is negligible as the gas fraction

is small. Thedensity of condensates ismuch larger than that of vapor, and consequently the effect of the vapor

pressure term in equation (1) on condensed particles is small. In prior work on post-impact states (e.g., Canup,

2004, 2008a; Canup & Asphaug, 2001; Ida et al., 1997; Kokubo et al., 2000; Nakajima & Stevenson, 2014, 2015;

Salmon&Canup, 2012, 2014;Ward, 2012, 2014, 2017), the diskwas assumed to be dominated by condensates

with negligible pressure support.

The thermal structure of our two example post-impact states are shown in Figures 1b and 1f. There is a strong

gradient in entropy from the inner to the outer regions of the structure. Figures 1c and 1d present the ther-

mal structure in the specific entropy-pressure phase spacewith each SPH particle shown as a colored dot. The

black curve is the liquid-vapor phase boundary for the single-component silicate EOS used in the simulation.
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Figure 3. The sub-corotation-limit (sub-CoRoL) and super-corotation-limit (super-CoRoL) post-impact structures

produced by canonical (a-c) and high-energy, high-angular-momentum (high-AM) (d-f ) giant impacts have important

differences. Midplane profiles of angular velocity (a, d), specific angular momentum (b, e), and surface density (c, f )

correspond to the thermally and gravitationally equilibrated post-impact structures shown in Figure 1. Blue points

indicate smoothed particle hydrodynamics particles that are within the vapor dome and are of mixed phase. Solid black

lines denote the angular velocity or specific angular momentum (AM) of a circular Keplerian orbit around a point mass,

and dashed black lines indicate the specific AM for corotation with the inner region of the structure. Gray lines show the

mass-weighted average of the angular velocity and specific AM of particles in the midplane. Both surface density and

average properties are calculated in 2 Mm radial bins. Sub-CoRoL structures have a substantial shear boundary between

the corotating region and disk-like region (points above the dashed line in b). Super-CoRoL structures, synestias, have a

monotonically decaying angular velocity profile between the corotating and disk-like regions (d). Black arrows indicate

the approximate outer edge of the corotating regions (8.5 Mm and 8.6 Mm, respectively). Red arrows indicate the inner

edge of the isentropic regions (7.9 Mm and 9.9 Mm). Blue arrows indicate the outer edge of the isentropic regions

(24.3 Mm and 23.6 Mm). The slight kinks in the profiles in (a), (b), (d), and (e) are caused by the entropy discontinuity at

the inner edge of the isentropic region imposed during processing of post-impact structures (section 2.4).

Material below the black line is a mixture of liquid and vapor, and material above the curve is pure vapor,

supercritical fluid (SCF), or liquid. Post-impact structures are highly thermally stratified. Typically, the thermal

profile is such that it does not intersect the liquid-vapor phase boundary until low pressures and the silicate

transitions smoothly from liquid to supercritical liquid to vapor (LS17). Thus, the post-impact structures have

no surface, and a liquid-vapor mixture is initially restricted to the outer regions and near the photosphere

(see section 2.3). In the examples shown in this work, the midplane is initially completely vapor to beyond

the Roche limit (within the black lines in Figures 1a, 1b, 1e, and 1f). At low pressures, the structure inter-

sects the liquid-vapor phase boundary and follows a saturated adiabat. Beyond the black line in Figures 1a,

1b, 1e, and 1f, the saturated adiabat extends to the midplane and a fraction of the silicate is condensed.

In most of the structure, the condensed mass fraction is small, and we have neglected the gravitational

effects of the condensed mass in calculating the vapor pressure structure. Due to the dominance of vapor in

post-impact structures, there is substantial pressure support, and the pressure gradient term in equation (1)

is not negligible.

Figure 2 shows the relative magnitudes of the gravitational, pressure gradient, and centrifugal terms in

equation (1) for the example post-impact structures in Figure 1. In the corotating region, the pressure
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gradient term (equation (1)) is comparable to gravity as expected, but the pressure gradient force can also be

the same order of magnitude as gravity in the outer regions. Additional examples of the magnitude of pres-

sure support in synestias are given in Figures A1–A3. Equation (1) can be rearranged to give an expression of

the angular velocity of the gas at a given cylindrical radius,

� =

√
GMbnd

r3
xy

+
1

�vaprxy

dp

drxy
. (2)

A negative pressure gradient term reduces the angular velocity at a given radius. In other words, a parcel of

materialwith afixed specificAMmayorbit at a larger radiuswith theadditionof apressuregradient force. If the

pressure supportwas subsequently removed, this parcel ofmaterialwould evolve to a Keplerianorbit closer to

the rotation axis in order to conserve AM. Figures 2c and 2f show the difference between the cylindrical radius

of vapor in post-impact states and circular Keplerian orbits of the same AM, �rxy . The presence of the pressure

gradient in post-impact structures supports material many megameters farther away from the rotation axis

than would be possible based solely on the specific AM of the structure and a balance between gravity and

centrifugal forces.

All post-impact structures have a corotating inner region and a disk-like outer region (Figure 3). The equatorial

radius of the impact-heated corotating region is larger than the radius of a non-rotating, condensed planet of

the same mass (LS17). Different post-impact structures have corotating regions that rotate at different rates.

In some cases, there is a difference between the corotating angular velocity and the angular velocity at the

inner edge of the disk-like region, which requires the presence of a transition region between the corotating

and disk-like regions (e.g., the portion of the gray line that lies above the dashed black line in Figure 3b). The

transition region in the fluid has a monotonically increasing angular velocity and, in the midplane, is similar

to the profile for shear between two cylinders (e.g., Chandrasekhar, 1969; Desch & Taylor, 2013). Structures

with a significant transition region (such as the example in Figures 1a–1c and 3a–3c) tend to be below the

CoRoL. The CoRoL is defined bywhere the angular velocity at the equator of a corotating planet intersects the

Keplerian orbital velocity (LS17). The CoRoL is a surface that depends on thermal state, AM, total mass, and

compositional layering. In contrast, the structure shown in Figures 1e–1g and 3d–3f is above the CoRoL. The

corotating region rotates much more rapidly than in the sub-CoRoL example. There is no transition region

between the corotating and disk-like regions, and the angular velocity profile decreases monotonically with

radius. Bodies above the CoRoL are called synestias (LS17).

The substantial pressure support in thedisk-like regionof post-impact structures leads to sub-Keplerian angu-

lar velocities (points below the black line in Figures 3a, 3b, 3d, and 3e). The effect of pressure support extends

farther away from the rotation axis in the example synestia. The surface density in the disk-like region of the

synestia is an order of magnitude higher than in the sub-CoRoL case (Figure 3), and consequently there are

much higher pressures in themidplane (Figure 1). The surface density in the disk-like region of the sub-CoRoL

structure is approximately constant (Figure 1c) as reported in previous studies (Canup, 2004, 2008a, 2008b;

Canup & Asphaug, 2001), but the constant surface density region begins at a larger radius than previously

reported. The dynamic and thermodynamic structure of post-impact states depends strongly on the param-

eters of the impact that produced them. The synestia example shown here is typical of the impact-generated

synestias found by LS17.

All studies of giant impacts in the regime of the Moon-forming event report substantial production of vapor.

However, in previous work on post-impact structures (e.g., Canup, 2004, 2008a; Canup & Asphaug, 2001; Ida

et al., 1997; Kokubo et al., 2000; Nakajima & Stevenson, 2014, 2015; Salmon & Canup, 2012, 2014; Ward, 2012,

2014, 2017), it was assumed that the vapor in the structure would cool rapidly and the pressure gradient term

in equation (1) could be neglected. Prior post-impact analyses generally simplified the structure to a point

source planet and near-Keplerian disk. In general, the immediate postimpact structure cannot be analyzed in

this manner (LS17).

Our conclusion that pressure has a significant effect in post-impact structure is not in conflict with the

findings of prior work. For example, Nakajima and Stevenson (2014) note the importance of the pressure

gradient force. We analyzed the post-impact structures calculated by Nakajima and Stevenson (2014) (pres-

sure contours received from M. Nakajima by personal communication) to derive the relative magnitude

of the force terms in equation (1) and found that there are also strong radial pressure gradient forces.
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However, in calculating the surface density of their disk structures, Nakajima and Stevenson (2014) generally

neglected the pressure support.

Based on the results presented in this section, we find that post-giant-impact structures must be analyzed

as continuous rotating fluids and cannot be separated into a planet and near-Keplerian disk. The properties

of the structure depend on the integrated effects of radial force balance (equation (1)), vertical hydrostatic

equilibrium, and the thermal,mass, and angularmomentumdistributions imparted by the impact event, over

the entire structure.

2.2. Transition From the Impact to the Post-impact Structure

The methods that are currently used to simulate giant impacts do not include multiphase flow processes or

thermal equilibration between parcels of material. In this section, we discuss the processes that govern the

transition from the impact event to the post-impact state, the starting point for subsequent evolution and

satellite formation.

During andafter the impact, condensates separate from the vapor and fall radially inward and toward themid-

plane (section 2.3). The separation of the condensate from the vapor in the outer regions of the post-impact

structure changes the mass distribution and thermal structure. Condensates that fall into higher-pressure,

hotter regions of the structure, vaporize and transfer their mass to vapor (section 2.3). The fluid structure

(Figure 1) adapts to the redistribution of mass and entropy. Condensates that have sufficient AM to remain

beyond the Roche limit can accrete to form satellites. These processes occur on dynamical timescales of hours

to days.

Simultaneously, the vapor in the structure will convect, leading to rapid mixing vertically (parallel to the

rotation axis). In all the example post-impact structures considered in this work, the specific entropy of the

structure within the Roche limit is such that the equilibrium phase in themidplane is pure vapor (inside black

lines in Figures 1a, 1b, 1e, and 1f). The vertical thermal profile in these regions is adiabatic until it intersects

the liquid-vapor phase boundary at lower pressures, at which point it follows a saturated adiabat. Farther out

in the structure (beyond the black lines in Figures 1a, 1b, 1e, and 1f), the midplane pressure is lower, and

the whole column is on a saturated adiabat. As noted by Nakajima and Stevenson (2014), a portion of each

post-impact structure is approximately isentropic. Generally, thequasi-isentropic regionhas a specific entropy

that exceeds the critical point (LS17). This region corresponds to the approximately vertical subset of red SPH

particles at pressures below the critical point in Figures 1d and 1h, which shows the thermal state of particles

at the end of an SPH impact simulation.

The methods that are currently used to simulate giant impacts do not model the condensate separation or

fluid convection that occurs in the hours after the impact. It is necessary to process the output from impact

simulations to mimic the effect of these processes on the post-impact structure. We took the thermal pro-

file from SPH impact simulations (Figures 1d and 1h), redistributed and removed condensate, and averaged

the quasi-isentropic region to a single isentrope (Figures 1c and 1g). The details of this processing step are

described in section 2.4 and section S4. Following the rapid adjustment after the impact, there is a longer

period of secular cooling of the post-impact structure that we discuss in the following sections.

2.3. Cooling a Synestia

In sections 2.1 and 2.2, we considered the structures of both sub-CoRoL structures and synestias. Hence-

forth, we focus solely on synestias and describe their evolution in the years following the impact. In particular,

we consider the evolution of terrestrial synestias, those with Earth-like mass and composition. Some of the

processes we consider are universal to all post-impact structures, but the evolution of sub-CoRoL structures

is left to future work.

A terrestrial synestia, as shown in Figures 1e–1g, cools by radiation from thephotosphere,where the structure

is optically thin. We estimated the optical depth of the outer edge of the structure and found that the photic

surface is at low pressures (10−6 to 10−2 bar, supporting information section S2) and radiates at a tempera-

ture of about Trad = 2,300 K, determined by the liquid-vapor phase boundary of BSE composition material

(section 3). At the photosphere, the majority of the energy lost by radiation is compensated for by condensa-

tion of vapor, and thematerial state is a mixture of vapor and condensates (liquid droplets and/or solid dust).

Since condensates are not supported by the pressure gradient of the vapor structure, they are not dynami-

cally stable at the photic surface and will fall. Because the photospheric temperature is far above equilibrium

with the incoming solar radiation, radiative cooling is efficient and drives a torrential rain of condensates into
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the higher-pressure regions of the structure. Initially, radiative cooling produces on the order of a lunar mass

of silicate condensate per year, and the production rate of silicate rain near the photosphere of a synestia

(a few centimeters an hour) is about an order of magnitude greater than heavy rainfall during hurricanes on

Earth today.

The size of droplets forming at the photosphere and falling is controlled by a balance between shear from the

vapor and surface tension. We approximate the drag force on condensates by assuming that the droplets are

in free fall such that

FD = mcondg , (3)

where FD is the drag force from the gas, mcond is the mass of the condensate, and g is the gravitational

acceleration. The droplet size is then given by the balance between the drag force and surface tension over

the droplet,

mcondg ∼ �condR
3
cond

g ∼ Rcond� , (4)

where �cond is the density of the condensate, Rcond is the radius of the droplet, and � is the surface tension.

Boča et al. (2003) found that the surface tension for silica melts at 2,000 K is 0.3 N m−1. From the balance of

the forces, the radius of the droplet is

Rcond ∼

√
�

�condg
. (5)

The gravitational acceleration at the photosphere ranges from 10 to 0.1 m s−2 due to the large spatial scale of

the synestia. The corresponding range in droplet sizes is a fewmillimeters to a few centimeters.

As discussed in section 2.1, there is a substantial pressure gradient force perpendicular to the rotation axis

acting on the vapor in synestias. When condensates form from the vapor at the photosphere, they do not

have sufficient AM to remain in a circular orbit at the same location. In the absence of vapor, the condensates

would fall rapidly on significantly elliptical orbits in a plane through the center ofmass. For the synestia shown

in Figures 1–3, the initial eccentricity varies from 0.6 at the inner edge of the disk-like region to 0.27 at a

cylindrical radius of 25Mm. As they fall into the synestia, condensates interact with the vapor and experience

drag which perturbs their motion.

To calculate the motions of condensates in the synestia, we used a simple orbital evolution model, including

an acceleration due to gas drag of the form

aD = −
3�vap

8Rcond�cond
CD

|||v − vvap
|||
(
v − vvap

)
, (6)

where �vap is the density of the vapor, CD is the gas drag coefficient, v is the velocity vector of the condensate,

and vvap is the velocity vector of the vapor. A set of simple classical dynamics equations were then integrated

to find the position and velocity of the particle as a function of time. Full details of the calculation are given in

Appendix A.

Figure 4 presents the velocity and distance traveled in the direction perpendicular to the rotation axis for

small, isolated condensates starting at different points in the synestia shown in Figures 1e–1g. We initialized

the condensates at a velocity equal to the gas velocity, as if the particle had just condensed from the vapor.

The gas velocity in the structure was calculated using the midplane angular velocity profile of the SPH struc-

ture, assuming that the angular velocity did not vary with height above the midplane in accordance with the

Poincaré-Wavre theorem. We assumed the vapor motion was purely azimuthal. In these calculations, the gas

density was constant. In the outer regions of the structure the scale height is large (on the order of megame-

ters), and over the timescales shown in Figure 4, the particles do not typically movemore than a scale height.

The assumption of constant density does not have a significant effect on our results.

At the photosphere, the residual vapor after condensation is low density (∼10−4 kgm−3) and offers little resis-

tance to the falling particles. Condensates of the size calculated above (a fewmillimeters to a few centimeters)

rapidly accelerate to velocities of several tens to hundreds ofmeters per second andboth fall vertically toward

the midplane and spiral in toward the rotation axis (Figure 4). The velocity initially increases rapidly and then
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Figure 4. Condensates formed at the photosphere of a synestia can rapidly spiral inward in cylindrical radius, toward the rotation axis. Shown are the velocities

of individual condensates toward the rotation axis (a–f ) and the corresponding change in cylindrical radius (�rxy , g–l) as a function of time after formation, for

condensates in the post-impact synestia in Figures 1 and 3. The condensate behavior is demonstrated at two different cylindrical radii (18 and 25 Mm) and at

different heights in the structure, with correspondingly different gas densities. The top row shows the case of condensation at the approximate height of the

photosphere of the structure (10 and 13 Mm for the two radii) with a gas density of 1.6 × 10−4 kg m−3 , corresponding to vapor on a saturated adiabat at

10−3 bar. The second row shows the dynamics at 5 Mm above the midplane at pressures interpolated from the post-impact synestia (23 and 5 bar).

The corresponding gas densities were 2.1 and 0.6 kg m−3 . The bottom row is for condensates formed in the midplane at pressures of 46 and 7 bar, and gas

densities of 3.7 and 0.8 kg m−3 . The condensates were initialized at the vapor velocity, and the gas density was assumed to be constant in each calculation.

We considered condensates with radii of 1 mm (blue), 1 cm (green), and 10 cm (yellow). The density of the condensates was assumed to be 3,000 kg m−3 .

plateaus at later times. Condensates originating closer to the midplane behave similarly to those formed at

the photosphere, but, due to the higher gas density and hence amplified drag, reach lower terminal velocities

(on the order of a few meters per second, Figure 4). The rate of radial infall is greater for larger condensates

that experience less gas drag. TheAMof the condensates formed from the vapor is such that they begin falling

on highly elliptical orbits. The orbits of smaller condensates are rapidly circularized and the particles spiral

inward. Particles that experience less gas drag are less perturbed from their original elliptical orbits and fall

more rapidly toward the rotation axis.

We pause to confirm the typical droplet size using our condensate orbit calculations. Using the form in

equation (6), we once again assume a balance between gas drag and surface tension

�vap

Rcond�cond
CD

|||v − vvap
|||
2
∼

�Rcond

mcond

. (7)

Rearranging, the droplet size is given by

Rcond ∼
�

�vapCD
|||v − vvap

|||
2
. (8)

In our calculations, the differential velocity varies depending on droplet size, with larger droplets having

greater shear. At the later times shown in Figure 4, the 10 cm bodies reach velocities at which they would be

sheared apart by the gas. For the velocities at 104 s in Figure 4, the largest droplets that would travel slowly
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enough to not shear apart are on the order of a few millimeters to a few centimeters, in good agreement

with our earlier size estimate. At earlier times, when the differential velocities are smaller, condensates could

have been much larger. The equilibrium droplet size does not vary significantly with height in the structure

as increased gas density is compensated for by lower differential velocities.

Falling condensates are a radial mass transport mechanism in synestias. Condensates originating at the pho-

tosphere rapidly accelerate to velocities comparable to the convective velocities of the vapor (hundreds of

meters per second at the photosphere, see section S3), and are likely to avoid entrainment by gas convection.

As a result of rapid radial motion, condensates fall at relatively shallow angles to the photosphere. Due to the

large-scale height of the outer regions, condensates can move considerable distances at relatively low pres-

sures and hence low vapor densities. In higher-density regions of the structure, the relative velocity between

condensate and gas is lower, and it is possible that condensates could be entrained in the turbulent fluid. As a

result, the bulk of the radialmass transport by condensates likely occurs near the photosphere of the synestia.

The efficiency of condensates as a radial mass transport mechanism is dependent on how long condensates

can survive in the synestia before vaporizing. At the photosphere, condensates are in thermal equilib-

rium with the vapor and could persist indefinitely. However, as they fall into higher-pressure regions of the

structure, condensates are heated and begin to vaporize. Here we approximate lower limits on the evapora-

tion timescales for individual, isolated condensates. We assume that condensates are heated by blackbody

radiation from the surrounding vapor. The net power gained by a spherical particle is given by

P = 4�R2
cond

�

(
T4
vap

− T4
cond

)
, (9)

where � is the Boltzmann constant, Tvap and Tcond are the temperatures of the surrounding vapor and con-

densate, respectively, and Rcond is the radius of the condensate. Assuming a homogeneous condensate, the

energy balance is given by

l
dM

dt
− cpM

dTcond

dt
= −P, (10)

whereM is themass, l is the latentheat, cp is the specificheat capacity, and t is time.Assuming that vaporization

occurs linearly between the initial temperature of the condensate, T0
cond

, and the temperature of complete

vaporization, T̄vap,

M =

(
T̄vap − Tcond

T̄vap − T0
cond

)
M0, (11)

for T0
cond

≤ Tcond ≤ T̄vap, where M0 is the initial mass of the condensate. This is a reasonable approximation

for moderate pressures and initial condensate temperatures close to the liquid-vapor phase boundary (see

section 3). With this assumption, the temperature increases linearly with mass loss,

dTcond

dt
= −

(
T̄vap − T0

cond

M0

)
dM

dt
. (12)

Using equations (10) and (12), the condensate mass changes at a rate

dM

dt
= −P

[
l + cpM

(
T̄vap − T0

cond

M0

)]−1

. (13)

We solve equation (13), using equations (9) and (11), for the mass of the condensate as a function of time.

We present two example calculations of the vaporization of condensates: at pressures close to the photo-

sphere at 10−3 bar and at amidplane pressure of 20 bar. In section 3, we calculate themulticomponent phase

diagram for silicates in a terrestrial synestia, and find that, at 10−3 bar, vaporization of initially fully condensed

material occurs over a temperature range between 2,300 and 2,700 K (Figure 9a). Based on this calculation,

we used T0
cond

= 2,300 K and T̄vap = 2,700 K for our low-pressure calculations. Similarly, we use T0
cond

= 3,700 K

and T̄vap = 4,200 K for the midplane (Figure 9b). We do not consider the time for the condensate to heat

up to T0
cond

since it is negligible compared to the vaporization time as the specific heat capacity is 4 orders
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Figure 5. Small, isolated droplets can survive for minutes to tens

of minutes in the pure-vapor region of the synestia. Panels show

(a) the loss of mass over time for small condensates of a given

initial radius at low pressure and (b) midplane pressures. Mass

loss is more rapid at the midplane due to the higher vapor

temperature and larger temperature difference between the

condensate and vapor.

of magnitude less than the latent heat of vaporization. In the outer regions of a

structure during cooling, the vapor is expected to be close to the liquid-vapor phase

boundary (Figure 1). We hence assume reference vapor temperatures similar to

T̄vap, 2750 K at 10−3 bar and 4,250 K in the midplane. We used a latent heat of

l = 1.7×107 J K−1 kg−1, which has beenwidely used in lunar disk studies and is con-

sistent with the EOS used in the SPH simulations (e.g., Thompson& Stevenson, 1988;

Ward, 2012), a condensate density of 3,000 kg m−3, and a specific heat capacity of

1,000 J K−1 kg−1, a typical value for silicate melts (Stebbins et al., 1984).

Isolated condensates, of the typical sizes we calculated, can survive on the order of

minutes to tens of minutes in the vapor of the synestia (Figure 5). Our estimate for

the vaporization timescales of condensates are lower limits, and a number of pro-

cesses could increase the survival time of condensates. Energy exchange by black

body radiationwith pure vapor is themost efficient energy transfer process possible.

The vapor produced from the condensate is colder than the gas of the surround-

ing structure. The colder gas will partly insulate the condensate from radiation and

thermal exchange with the hotter vapor of the synestia. We did not account for

the heating of condensates by thermal diffusion, due to the difficulty of account-

ing for this blanketing effect. Collisions and combination of small condensates

would lower the effective surface area to mass ratio, again reducing the efficiency

of vaporization.

The short lifespan of small, isolated condensates in the synestia limits their abil-

ity to transport mass radially. An isolated condensate at the photosphere could

only move on the order of 10 km toward the rotation axis before vaporizing.

However, there is a substantial mass of condensate being continuously formed at

the photosphere.When a fluid parcel rising in the synestia reaches the photosphere,

a large mass fraction condenses almost instantaneously. Due to the high radiative

temperature, a 1 km thick photospherewould condense in about a second. Conden-

sates forming at the photosphere are not isolated but are falling as part of larger,

condensate-rich downwellings.

Condensatesdominate theoptical depthof silicate vapor-meltmixtures (sectionS2),

and the large mass fraction of condensates in downwellings makes them initially

optically thick. Thus, the radiation field within the downwelling is dominated by

emission from the lower temperature condensates and not the hot vapor of the

synestia. Heating from radiation within themixture is much less efficient than for isolated condensates. Heat-

ing can also occur by thermal conduction between the condensates and the vapor that they are falling

through. As condensates vaporize, they produce gas that is in thermal equilibrium with the condensate. The

gas flow then advects the lost vapor away from the particle. In a downwelling, subsequent condensates are

falling into vapor produced by partial vaporization of the leading condensates. The temperature difference

between the condensates and the vapor is smaller and the condensates are not efficiently heated. The effects

of self-shielding and self-buffering by condensates in the downwelling last until the downwelling is broken

upby eddies in the fluid. The timescale for this process is uncertain but is likely to be on convective timescales.

Thus, the lifetime of condensates in downwellings would be significantly longer than isolated condensates.

Due to their longer lifetimes, condensates in condensate-rich downwellings from the photosphere could

transport mass over substantial radial distances. As the radial velocity of condensates increases rapidly

with time (Figure 4), a relatively small increase in survival time can significantly increase the radial distance

traversed. For example, assuming the infall rates are the same for isolated condensates and those in down-

wellings, a survival time of 104 s (a few hours) would allow for radial mass transport at the photosphere over

105–106 m. The survival time for isolated condensates that we calculated above cannot be applied to groups

of particles. The survival time of condensates in condensate-rich downwellings ismuch longer, andwe expect

that condensates can transport mass over megameter length scales before vaporizing.

Condensates could also transport mass in regions where condensates are stable in the midplane

(region outside the black lines in Figures 1e and 1f). These condensates would also experience drag and spiral

inward toward the rotation axis. As themidplane pressure is higher than at the photosphere (0.1–10 kgm−3),
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Figure 6. A schematic of the radiative cooling model for a synestia. The left column shows the position of a select

number of smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) particles in pressure-specific entropy space (colored points). The

liquid-vapor phase boundary is shown in black. The right column presents a spatial schematic of the cooling synestia as

a cross section parallel to the rotation axis. SPH particles in the inner group (gray), isentropic group (yellow), and vapor

dome group (blue) are given as colored circles, and the division of radial bins is shown by the black lines. The dashed

line indicates the Roche limit, aR . (a) At the beginning of each time step, particles are assigned to thermodynamic

groups. (b) Every particle i in bin k is cooled in proportion to radiative heat loss over the surface area 2Ak . Cooling is

calculated for each radial bin. (c) The mass falling into bin l is added to all isentropic particles and the enthalpy of the

particles is reduced by the latent heat of vaporization. Mass addition and revaporization is repeated for each radial bin.

The variables are defined as follows: mi is the original mass of particle i, dmi is the change in mass of particle i upon

condensation or upon addition of mass to a bin, m′
i
is the new mass of particle i upon cooling or addition of mass, Sliq

and Svap are the specific entropies on the liquid and vapor side of the liquid-vapor phase boundary, respectively, at the

pressure of particle i, S′
i
is the updated entropy of particle i, dQk is the energy lost by bin k due to cooling, � is the

Stefan-Boltzmann constant, dt is the time increment, Teff is the effective radiative temperature, Ti is the temperature of

particle i, a
Kep

k
is the radius of the circular Keplerian orbit corresponding to the specific angular momentum of particle k,

Ni
bin

is the number of bins into which mass is being redistributed from particle i, and Nl
part is the number of isentropic

particles in bin l.
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the infall velocities are somewhat smaller (several to tens of meters per second for centimeter-sized bodies).

However, where condensates are thermodynamic stable, they can fall for substantial distances. Outside the

Roche limit, mutual collisions between condensates would lead to the accretion of larger bodies. The radial

infall of moderate-sized bodies can be more efficient than for smaller condensates depending on the gas

density. Condensates must accrete onto moonlet sized bodies in order to avoid spiraling into higher-density

regions of the structure and revaporizing (section 4.3).

Amore sophisticatedmodel of condensationandgasdrag is needed to fully examine thedynamics of conden-

sates in the synestia. However, our simple calculations suggest that falling condensates are a significant radial

mass transport mechanism. During the evolution of synestias, several lunar masses of material condenses

at the photosphere (section 2.5) and could be advected substantial distances (e.g., hundreds of kilometers

to megameters). Significantly, condensates can move mass perpendicular to the rotation axis, whereas mass

transport radially in the vapor is difficult due to the substantial Coriolis force. As condensates are dragged by

the gas, they also deposit AM into the vapor. Large-scale mass and AM transport radially by condensates is a

process that has not previously been considered in post-impact evolution models.

The condensation of mass in the synestia is also a major component of the energy budget. The energy trans-

ported by condensates and lost by radiation from the photosphere is redistributed vertically by convection.

We estimated the vertical convectivemixing timescale for the structure usingmixing length theory bymaking

an analogy to purely thermal convection in rotating systems (section S3). We found that convective veloci-

ties in the outer regions of the synestia are on the order of tens of meters per second in the midplane and

hundreds of meters per second at the photosphere. The corresponding mixing timescales are on the order

of days, much shorter than the cooling timescale for the disk-like region, which is on the order of years

(section 2.5). The mass in each column of vapor is cooled simultaneously by radiation and condensate

transport.

Radiation from the photosphere leads to rapid evolution of a synestia. As post-impact structures cool, the

entropy of the vapor decreases, a fraction of the vapor condenses, and the pressure support is reduced.

The production of condensates leads to a reduction in the vapor surface density. Material is no longer

supported at such large radii and the structure radially contracts. Next, we describe a model for calculating

the cooling of synestias and present example cooling simulations.

2.4. Cooling Calculation: Methods

Based on the results presented in previous sections, post-giant-impact structures must be analyzed as con-

tinuous rotating fluids. For the early time evolution after the impact event, a fluid code calculation that

approximates the redistribution of condensing material can capture the basic physics of the system. Here we

studied the early evolution of post-impact structures using SPHmethods.

We constructed a simple model to calculate the physical structure (e.g., mass, pressure, and entropy distribu-

tion) of a synestia during radiative cooling. This calculation is intended to assess the timescales for cooling,

the potential mass and orbit of a primary satellite, and the magnitude of the vapor pressure around the

growing satellite. In this work, we neglect or simplify a number of physical processes and, therefore, take a

conservative approach and attempt to estimate the fastest possible timescale for cooling and condensing the

Roche-exterior mass of a synestia. In this section, we describe themethods used in the calculation. Complete

details of the code implementation of the model are provided in the supporting information (section S4).

We adapted the GADGET-2 SPH code to calculate the cooling of post-impact synestias. In LS17, GADGET-2

was used to calculate the equilibrium structure of corotating planets and the results compared well with a

potential fieldmethod. LS17 also used GADGET-2 to generate synthetic synestias, formed by heating isolated

planets, as well as impact-generated synestias. Based on this previous work, GADGET-2 is able to solve for the

pressure field of a synestia of a given distribution of mass, AM, and thermal energy.

Because synestias evolve both by mass redistribution by condensates and viscous spreading, they are not

static structures. The structure of a synestia with a given mass and AM is not unique and is dependent on

the physical processes that generated the synestia and acted during its evolution. Therefore, our calculation

includes a series of steps that model the major physical processes controlling the creation and evolution of a

terrestrial synestia. First, we generate a synestia by a giant impact that is calculated until a near-axisymmetric

structure is achieved (24 to 48 h). Second, motivated by our discussion of the multiphase dynamics in the

synestias during and immediately after the impact in section 2.2, the outer portion of the post-impact
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structure is thermally equilibrated. In this step, the fractionof condensateswith sufficientAMtobe rotationally

supported in circular orbits beyond the Roche limit is removed from the SPH calculation under the assump-

tion that this material quickly accretes onto a body that we refer to as the seed of the moon. Third, we mimic

radiative cooling by decreasing the thermal energy of SPH particles while accounting for condensation and

redistribution ofmass and AM.We estimate themass and orbit of themoon that is formed and determine the

rangeof vapor pressures surrounding themoon from the calculatedpressure structure of the cooling synestia.

In the first step, giant impacts were modeled in the same manner as in Ćuk and Stewart (2012) and LS17.

For this study, we drew examples of impact-generated synestias from the database presented in LS17.

The impacting bodies were differentiated (2/3 rocky mantle, 1/3 iron core by mass) with forsterite mantles

and iron cores modeled using M-ANEOS equations of state (Canup, 2012; Melosh, 2007). The forsterite EOS

is a single-component model, which provides a simple treatment of the liquid-vapor phase boundary. In

section 4, we discuss the effect of a multicomponent phase boundary on the evolution of the structure and

the formation of a moon.

In the second step, the outer portion of the post-impact structurewas thermally equilibrated. The adjustment

of the structure to the changes in entropy is calculated in a manner identical to the third step (cooling) but

with no radiative heat loss. Based on the unique post-impact entropy distribution in the structure, a value of

specific entropy was chosen to demarcate between an inner stratified region and a well-mixed outer region.

SPH particles in the well-mixed region are divided into two groups: an isentropic pure-vapor group and a

vapor-dome group. The three thermal groups are shown schematically in Figure 6a. Particles in the isentropic

vapor group were all assigned the same entropy given by the mass-weighted mean value of the particles in

that group (yellow particles). In the vapor-dome group, the mass fraction of condensate was removed from

each particle using the lever rule. The remainingmass was assigned the density and specific entropy of vapor

on thephase boundary at the samepressure (blue particles on the saturated adiabat). Examples of the change

in the entropy distribution inmodeled synestias are shown in Figures 1d, 1c, 1h, 1g, and S3c–S3f. The position

and velocity of the particles were not changed, and hence, they retained the same specific AM, j.

The extracted condensate with specific AM greater than that of a body in a circular, Keplerian orbit at the

Roche limit, jRoche, was assumed to accrete into a single body. The mass of condensate with specific AM less

than jRoche was distributed evenly in radial bins between the point of origin and the radius corresponding

to a circular, Keplerian orbit for the specific AM of the condensate. The redistribution is shown schematically

in Figure 6c. The mass of condensate that fell into a given bin was divided equally between each particle

in that bin belonging to the isentropic group. The motivation for this simple mass-distribution function is

the expectation that condensates would be vaporized and reincorporated into the structure over a range of

radii. Since the details of the dynamics of condensates in the synestia are not yet known, we chose a simple

mass-distribution function in order to investigate the role of condensates in the evolution of the structure.

For the purposes of this section, we refer to condensates with j < jRoche as falling condensates. The thermal

effect from falling condensates is discussed below. After the extraction of condensates and the redistribution

of mass, the physical structure was evolved using the forces calculated by the SPH code under the constraint

of the EOS. At each time step the identification of groups and condensate extraction and redistribution were

repeated. Typically, after a few time steps the production of condensate became negligible and the structure

attained the desired thermal profile. The SPH calculation was continued for a few dynamical times (typically

several hours) to form a quasi-steady structure.

In the third step, the specific entropy of the well-mixed region was reduced in a process that approximates

radiative cooling (Figure 6b). The time step in SPH codes is limited by the sound speed and the Courant

criterion. In addition, the artificial viscosity in the SPH code causes unrealistically rapid viscous spreading of

the structure. Thus, an SPH code cannot be used to directly simulate the 10 to 100 year evolution of a synes-

tia. Here our goal is to estimate the temporal distribution of condensates and the approximate pressure field

of the cooling vapor structure. To overcome the timescale issue, radiative cooling was implemented using a

large effective radiating temperature, Teff, to determine the energy loss per time step. Then the calculation

time was scaled by a factor of (Teff∕Trad)
4, where Trad is the true radiating temperature, to obtain the corre-

sponding cooling time. The evolution of the synestia was broadly similar for a range of Teff, and we typically

used 15,000 or 20,000 K.

In each cooling time step, we identified the particle groups and recalculated the entropy of the isentropic

group (Figure 6a). Next, we decreased the specific entropy of each well-mixed particle in each 1 Mm radial
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bin such that the total enthalpy removed equaled the radiative energy lost from the surface area of that bin.

The process is illustrated by the cooling of a single bin, indexed by k, by dQk in Figure 6b. For example, the ith

particle initially on the saturated adiabat will cool, reducing its specific entropy by dSk . As a result, a portion

of the particle condenses, dmi. This process is repeated for each particle in each bin.

The condensate fraction was removed in the same manner as in the thermal equilibration step. The mass of

condensates falling within the Roche limit, aR, was redistributed by addingmass to isentropic group particles

and reducing the enthalpy of those particles by an amount determined by the latent heat of vaporization. In

Figure6c, anexampleparticle j inbin l increases inmassbydmj anddecreases in entropybydSj . This procedure

is repeated for everyparticle inbin l. The additionofmass from falling andvaporizing condensates alsomimics

the transfer of the original condensate’s AM to the gas over a range of radii. If the structure cooled to the

point where a given Roche-interior bin no longer contained pure vapor particles, the condensates falling into

that bin were removed. In this work, we did not attempt to model the evolution of any thermodynamically

stable condensates within the Roche limit, and removal of this material follows our conservative approach of

estimating the fastest possible cooling time for the vapor structure.

Based on the results of the thermal equilibration and cooling steps, we estimated the mass and angular

momentum of a growing moon. We estimate the range of mass and AM for a primary satellite using two

different assumptions. The first estimate (A) only includes condensates with specific AM larger than jRoche.

The second estimate (B) adds falling condensates that fell beyond the Roche limit according to our sim-

ple condensate redistribution scheme. Both estimates of the satellite mass assume perfect accretion of

Roche-exterior condensates into a single body. Perfect accretion is consistent with N-body simulations that

show efficient accretion of condensates beyond the Roche limit (e.g., Ida et al., 1997; Kokubo et al., 2000;

Salmon& Canup, 2012, 2014). The growingmoon has a large collisional cross section andwould accrete some

falling condensates, which motivates our inclusion of them for the moon B estimate. The addition of falling

condensates increases the total mass and decreases the specific AM of moon B compared to moon A. We cal-

culate the radii of the circular orbits ofmoons A and B and record themidplane pressure of the vapor structure

at those radii.

In our model, we make a number of simplifications. Condensates are assumed to perfectly separate from the

vapor structure and the gravitational effects of condensates are neglected. Thus, neither the gravitational per-

turbations from the growing moon on the vapor structure nor the effect of gas drag from the structure on

the satellite orbit are included. The gravitational field of the growing moon would increase the local vapor

pressure, and the vapor pressure around the growingmoon in our calculation is a hard lower limit on the pres-

sure around the moon (section 4.4). Conversely, the pressure at the Roche limit provides a weak upper limit

on the pressure around the moon, assuming the gravitational effect of moonlets are negligible. We neglect

tidal forces and dynamical resonances, such as Lindblad resonances, as discussed in the supporting informa-

tion. Internal heating by viscous dissipation is not included in the energy budget in order to determine the

fastest cooling time. The contribution from viscous heating to the energy budget is uncertain as discussed in

Charnoz andMichaut (2015) who showed that the viscous heating rate ismuch less than the radiative cooling

rate in canonical disks.

2.5. Cooling Calculation: Results

In this section, we demonstrate how a moon forms from a terrestrial synestia as it cools. Impact-generated

synestias have a wide range of mass, AM, and thermal energy distributions and can form a variety of different

mass moons with varying properties. However, we did not conduct a comprehensive study of cooling synes-

tias over the full parameter space of giant impacts for this work. Instead, we focus on synestias that initially

have more than a lunar mass beyond Roche and that form a lunar-mass moon. We refer to such post-impact

structures as potential Moon-forming synestias (see discussion in section 5.4). Here we present one example

calculation of the cooling of such a synestia, and additional examples are provided in Figures A4–A6.

Figure 7 presents an example calculation of a radiatively cooling synestia. In this example, the initial structure

was generated by a collision between 0.572 and 0.468 MEarth bodies at 12.33 km s−1 with an impact param-

eter of 0.4. Unlike a canonical post-impact structure with a quasi-constant surface density in the disk-like

region (Figure 3c), the surface density of the disk-like region of a typical synestia varies by orders ofmagnitude

(Figures 3f and 7, bottom row). Hence, the distal regions cool much more rapidly than the interior regions.

The synestia is strongly pressure supported and cooling of the outer regions reduces the pressure, and hence

the pressure gradient force, causing the structure to contract over time. However, the pure-vapor region
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Figure 7. Cooling of a synestia leads to contraction of the structure and formation of a moon. Columns present different time steps. (top row) Pressure contours

of the vapor structure, where the black line denotes the boundary between the isentropic and vapor-dome regions; (middle row) cumulative histograms of the

radii at which mass condensed (green) and the locations to which falling condensate was redistributed (blue); (bottom row) histograms (red, black) of the

instantaneous mass distribution in the synestia. Red histograms binned by Hill diameter of moon A at that time step; other histograms binned by 1 Mm. The

black circles represents moon A, an estimate based on the total mass of condensing material beyond the Roche limit. In the top row, the size of moon A is shown

to scale assuming a bulk density of 3,000 kg m−3 . Blue diamonds represent moon B, an estimate which includes some falling condensate, not shown to scale.

Moons A and B are plotted at the radius of a circular Keplerian orbit corresponding to the integrated angular momentum of their constituent mass. The initial

synestia was produced by an impact where a 0.468 MEarth body struck a 0.572 MEarth body at 12.33 km s−1 and an impact parameter of 0.4. The seed of the

moon in the first time step had a mass of 0.466 MMoon .

of the structure provides substantial pressure support to beyond the Roche limit for tens of years. In Figure 7,

the boundary between the pure-vapor and vapor-dome regions is shown by the black line superimposed

over the pressure contours. The two estimates for the satellite mass and the corresponding orbital radii are

shown by a black circle (moon A) and blue diamond (moon B). In the top row of Figure 7, the size of moon A

is to scale assuming a density of 3,000 kg m−3. Moon B is not shown to scale for clarity.

The second row of Figure 7 illustrates the source and redistribution of condensingmass. The green histogram

presents the original location of all the condensing mass. The blue histogram shows where falling conden-

sates, those with j< jRoche, were redistributed using our simple redistribution scheme. The portion of the blue

histogram that falls beyond the Roche limit was removed from the calculation and incorporated into themass

of moon B. The histograms of condensed mass at time zero correspond to the material removed during ther-

mal equilibration. In the thermal equilibration step, the mass of the initial Roche-exterior condensates was

0.466MMoon. We find that themass transported by falling condensates is an important component of themass

budget throughout the disk-like region of the structure. The total mass of falling condensate over the time

period shown in Figure 7 is 8.0 MMoon. The peak of redistributed mass near Roche is a result of the combina-

tion of the strongly pressure-supported rotational velocity profile (e.g., Figures 3d and 3e) and the fact that

most condensates are sourced from just beyond the Roche limit. As the synestia contracts upon cooling, the

source and destination of condensates shifts inward. The deposition of mass from condensates just inside

the isentropic region is consistent with the idea of condensates spiraling inward and vaporizing rapidly in the

pure-vapor region.

The growth of the moon mostly occurs in the first year of cooling, as shown in Figure 8a. The black line

corresponds to the moon A mass estimate which only includes material with sufficient AM to orbit beyond
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Figure 8. Condensation in the outer regions of a synestia can

lead to the rapid formation of a moon within the vapor structure,

surrounded by approximately tens of bars of vapor. The mass

(a) and vapor pressures (b) at moons A (black lines) and

B (blue lines) are shown for the calculation in Figure 7. The green

line is the total condensed mass (corresponding to the green

histograms in Figure 7). The red line is the midplane vapor

pressure at the Roche limit.

the Roche limit. The blue line corresponds to the moon Bmass estimate, which also

includes a portion of the condensates falling within the Roche limit. The green line

is the total mass condensed in our calculation. The calculated condensed mass is a

lower limit because the smaller-scale height in the inner region is not resolved in

the SPH simulations. Thus, the substantial mass of condensate that would be form-

ing in these regions is not captured in our calculations. However, our simulations

include cooling of the well-mixed inner regions as if condensates formed on the

surface and revaporized at depth. The large mass of condensate formed in our cal-

culations quantitatively supports the idea discussed above that falling condensates

play a significant role in mass transport in the synestia. In our calculations, the mass

transport by condensates is much greater than transported by viscous spreading

(supporting information section S4).

For all of our potential Moon-forming synestias, a moon forms within the vapor

structure of the synestia. In the example in Figure 7, the satellite is enveloped by

the vapor of the structure for several years to>10 years, depending on the radius of

its orbit. The vapor pressures in the midplane at the location of moons A and B are

shown in Figure 8b. The pressure at the Roche limit in themidplane is initially about

100 bars but steadily drops as the structure cools. The moon is initially surrounded

by about 10bars of vapor. As discussed in section 4.4, the calculatedpressure around

themoon is a lower limit as the gravitational field of themoonwill increase the local

vapor pressure. The local pressure drops as the vapor structure cools and recedes

within the orbit of the moon. When the edge of the structure is within the Hill

sphere of the moon (about 6.5 years in Figure 7), some of the vapor will become

bound to the moon and the moon separates from the synestia. The Hill sphere is

the region of gravitational influence of a body. When the moon begins to dominate

its local vapor environment, exchange with the vapor of the synestia is reduced.

Thus, chemical exchange with the synestia will cease while the moon is still

surrounded by a substantial vapor pressure. Future work will investigate this

transition stage in more detail.

The timescale for cooling the structure within the Roche limit depends strongly on

the initial distribution of mass, AM, and thermal energy within the structure. For the

examples presented here, the time to cool to 10 bars of vapor pressure at the Roche

limit is typically around 10 years, which is a strong lower limit. We did not model

the evolution of structures once they had recededwithin the Roche limit. Continued

cooling would lead to further contraction and eventually the structure would fall

below the CoRoL.

In calculating the mass of the moon formed from a synestia, we did not consider addition of material once

the vapor structure had receded inside the Roche limit. Typically, when the synestia has cooled to the point

shown at 21 years in Figure 7, the Roche-interior region is largely pressure-supported. The formation of addi-

tional moonlets would require AM transport outward, for example, via viscous spreading. The structure is

still a synestia at this time, and condensates will form at the cooling edge of the radially spreading structure.

Any late moonlets will dynamically interact with the primary moon, leading to transfer of AM to the satel-

lite. We expect any mass added in this late stage to be minimal. Due to the strong pressure support of the

structure, the specific AM ofmass that would be rotationally supported in the disk-like region is small. Scaling

laws for lunar disks (Salmon & Canup, 2012, 2014) predict that the satellite formed from such a disk would be

negligible. However, these scaling laws were not formulated for synestias and this stage of the evolution of

the structure will require future investigation with an N-body code coupled to the evolution of the synestia

(e.g., Hollyday et al., 2017).

For the example synestias in this work (Figures 7 and A4–A6), a greater than lunar-mass moon was formed.

However, we assumed perfect accretion of Roche-exterior material. Although accretion of the Roche-exterior

material is unlikely to bewholly efficient, there is a substantialmass of falling condensate that could accrete to

themoon. Based on our simplemass redistributionmodel, more than half a lunarmass of falling condensates

would be available to be accreted to the moon, which is illustrated by the difference between the A and B
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mass estimates in Figure 8. Falling condensatesmay aid the production of largemoons and help compensate

for inefficiencies in accretion. Accretion of falling condensate to the moon will reduce the AM of the moon

causing it to orbit closer to the central mass and in higher-pressure regions of the synestia.

In summary, an impact-generated terrestrial synestia may form a lunar-mass satellite that orbits within the

vapor structure for several years. We find that vapor pressures of about 10 bars or more surround the moon

for a range of giant impact scenarios. Here we have described a different environment for satellite formation

than that from standard circumplanetary disks that have been considered previously.

3. Thermodynamics of Bulk Silicate Earth Material

The coolingmodel presented in section2useda singlephase (forsterite) to represent the silicateportionof the

synestia. In reality, the synestia is amulticomponent system, and the thermodynamics of the bulkmaterial will

control key aspects of the formation of amoon. In this section, we first discuss the bulk chemical composition

of the outer portions of a terrestrial synestia (section 3.1). We then present calculations of the phase diagram

for BSE material (sections 3.2 and 3.3).

3.1. Composition of a Terrestrial Synestia

In giant impacts, the silicate portions of the colliding bodies are highly shocked. The material becomes a

continuum of liquid, SCF, and vapor. Silicates sourced from both the impactor and target material are com-

bined into a single continuous fluid. Shear in the impact results in Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities, producing

small-scale eddies that can mix the fluid. Furthermore, the momentum of the impact leads to advection and

hence mixing of material. Both of these processes drive the system toward local chemical and thermal equi-

librium. The shear and flow velocity in the impact is spatially varying, and so the degree of mixing is highly

heterogeneous (Stewart et al., 2015). Althoughmost of the silicate is a continuous fluid, differences in mixing

length and timescales produce a synestia that is likely thermally and isotopically heterogeneous.

The degree to which the colliding bodies are mixed is sensitive to the precise impact configuration.

The canonical Moon-forming collision is a graze-and-merge event (Canup, 2004, 2008a, 2008b; Canup &

Asphaug, 2001). A fraction of the projectile grazes the target and is subsequently disrupted and torqued

into orbit. This fraction of the impactor does not have an opportunity to intimately mix with the target

body, and the outer portions of the structure are enriched in impactor material. In contrast, the impact

geometries of most high-AM, high-energy impacts (Canup, 2012; Ćuk & Stewart, 2012; Lock & Stewart, 2017)

lead to much more contact between the silicates originating from the impactor and target, and there can

be substantial shear and advective mixing during the impact event. In a large number of simulations of

high-AM, high-energy impacts (Canup, 2012; Ćuk & Stewart, 2012), the outer regions of the structure out of

which a moon would form have similar proportions of impactor and target material to the bulk (e.g., within

about 10%).

Simulations of giant impacts likely underestimate the degree of mixing in high-AM, high-energy impacts

(Deng et al., 2017). Themethods that are predominantly used tomodel giant impacts donot calculate thermal

equilibration, and the large spatial and temporal scale of planetary collisionsmake it unfeasible to numerically

resolve small-scale eddies. The lack of thermal exchange and local mixing in simulations results in parcels of

material that should have locally mixed and thermally equilibrated, separating again by buoyancy to form a

stable density profile. Material from the impactor is generally more shocked and hotter than the target and

rises to lower pressures. As a result, the outer portions of post-impact structures are artificially enriched in

impactor material.

In this work, we consider the formation of the Moon from a terrestrial synestia, a body with a BSE bulk com-

position. The mixture of silicate and metal from the impactor and target in the Moon-forming giant impact

determines the composition of the BSE today,minus additions during late accretion. For simplicity, we assume

that mixing during the impact was efficient enough that the high-entropy regions of the synestia have a

roughly BSE composition immediately after the impact. This assumption will only be valid for a subset of

high-AM, high-energy impacts. Further work will be required to determine the size of this subset. We only

make this assumption for the bulk elemental composition andwill return to examine the question of isotopic

heterogeneity in section 5.3. Mass transport by falling condensates and vertical fluid convection will ensure

that the outer regions remain well mixed, and approximately BSE, during the early evolution of the synestia

(section 2.3). We continue under the assumption that the bulk composition of the outer regions is near BSE.
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Figure 9. Condensation curves for bulk silicate Earth composition

vapor at different pressures. In each panel, the black dotted line is

the mass fraction of the system that is vapor, and the colored lines

show the fraction of selected elements that are in the vapor.

The vertical black dashed line in each panel shows the temperature

at which 10% silicon is in the vapor. The kinks in the condensation

curves at ∼2,100 K are due to inconsistencies between the ideal

melt and non-ideal solid solution models used.

3.2. Calculation of BSE Condensation

In order to understand the thermochemistry of material in a terrestrial synes-

tia, we calculated the phase diagram of BSE material. The partitioning of matter

between condensed (melt and/or crystals) and gaseous phases was calculated

using the 20 element (H, He, C, N, O, Na, Mg, Al, Si, P, S, Cl, K, Ca, Ti, Cr, Mn, Fe,

Co, and Ni) and 34 element (20 + Cu, Ga, Ge, Mo, Ru, Pd, Hf, W, Re, Os, Ir, Pt,

Au, and Zn) versions of the GRAINS code (Petaev, 2009). This code uses a Gibbs

free energy minimization scheme to calculate equilibrium partitioning of these

elements among gaseous, liquid, and solid phases. The code contains thermody-

namic data for 530 condensed and 245 gaseous species (listed in Petaev, 2009,

with additional species added for this study given in Table S1) for the tempera-

ture rangeof 300–2,500K. In order tobe able to consider thehigher-temperature

regime required for post-impact states, the thermodynamic data for the con-

densed and gaseous species that could be stable above 2,500 K were expanded

to 5,000 K using the tabulated values from JANAF (Chase, 1998) or standard

thermodynamic data (enthalpy of formation, ΔH(f ,298); standard entropy, S298;

and heat capacity at constant pressure, Cp(T), polynomials) from other sources

(see Tables S2 and S3). At the temperature and pressure near where condensed

phases are stable, the fraction of ionized species is expected to be small and so

they were not included in our model.

The GRAINS code has two built-in silicate melt models, ideal and the CaO-MgO-

Al2O3 -SiO2 (CMAS) model from Berman (1983), with the latter assuming activ-

ity coefficients of: Mg = Fe, Mn, Ni, Co; Si = Ti; Al = Cr; and Ca = Na, K. The two

models yielded similar condensation curves, but the condensation temperatures

of the ideal melt are generally about 100 K lower. At the very high temperatures

in post-impact states, the ideal model is preferable because the extrapolation

of the CMAS, or any other, internally consistent model well beyond its calibra-

tion range could result in large and unpredictable errors. Compared to Petaev

(2009), a non-idealmodel of the Fe-Ni-Co-Cr-P-Si metal liquidwas added and the

Na2O and K2O end-members of the silicatemelt were replacedwith Na2SiO3 and

K2SiO3, respectively, as the high-temperature thermodynamic data for the latter

are more reliable than for the oxides.

The code calculates the mole fraction of gaseous and condensed species

(larger than 10−24). Using these data, we calculated the chemical compositions

of the condensed phases, their molar, atomic, and weight concentrations, bulk

compositions of the condensed and gaseous phases, and a number of other

parameters. Previous work on gas-condensate equilibria in a system of BSE

composition (Schaefer et al., 2012; Visscher & Fegley, 2013) used different BSE

compositions (Kargel & Lewis, 1993; Palme & O’Neill, 2007) than that used here

(McDonough & Sun, 1995). Our modeling of condensation in systems with these

alternative compositions agrees reasonably well with the results of previous

studies. An important difference in calculations of systems with different BSE

compositions is the stability of small amounts of Fe-Ni metal in a system of

BSE composition given by McDonough and Sun (1995) and lack of it in other

BSE systems (Kargel & Lewis, 1993; Palme & O’Neill, 2007), consistent with

previous work. For the calculations reported here, we considered equilibrium

condensation andhold thebulk compositionof the condensing systemconstant.

We used our condensation calculations to produce a phase diagram for material of BSE bulk composition at

equilibrium in a range from 10−6 to 200 bar and 1,000 to 5,000 K. For BSE, we used the widely accepted com-

position ofMcDonough and Sun (1995). We assumed a hydrogen concentration of 1,000 ppm that is about 18

timeshigher than theBSE compositionusedby Schaefer et al. (2012). Similar to Schaefer et al. (2012),we found

that varying hydrogen content affects both the speciation of the gaseous phase and the position of the vapor

curve. The vapor curvesmove upby∼200 K as the hydrogen content is decreased to≤100 ppm. Nevertheless,

the elemental pattern of condensate—the main focus of this study—remains essentially unchanged.
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Figure 10. The phase diagram for bulk silicate Earth (BSE) material at the pressures and temperatures relevant for

moon formation from a terrestrial synestia. Colored regions indicate where different combinations of phases are stable.

Blue dashed lines indicate lines of constant vapor fraction, labeled as percentage of vapor by mass. Black lines indicate

the fraction of the condensate that is solid, labeled as percent solid condensate by mass. The metal precipitation line is

shown in red. To the left of this line, a substantial amount of free metal is stable in the condensate.

We calculated the phase equilibrium along isobaric cooling paths at 1 K intervals, starting from a purely vapor

state. As the temperature decreases, the fraction of condensate increases and the composition of both the

condensate and the vapor evolve. Examples of such isobaric calculations are given in Figure 9. The phase

boundaries were identified by the presence of significant amounts of liquid or solid phases. We also identify

the temperature lower than which a significant amount of free metal precipitates from the silicate melt.

3.3. Phase Diagram for Bulk Silicate Earth

Figure 10 shows the calculated phase diagram for BSE material. The majority of the mass of vapor (∼90%)

condenses over a narrow temperature range. At higher pressures, vapor condenses to liquid, but at lower pres-

sures, vapor can condense directly to solid phases. In the melt stability field, decreasing temperature results

in progressive crystallization of solid phases until the silicatemelt completely solidifies. At high temperatures,

the condensate is a single silicate liquid, but at lower temperatures a small amount of freemetal, mainly Fe-Ni

alloy, precipitates (red line in Figure 10). Note that this diagram holds for a closed system of BSE composition

in equilibrium and does not include any effects of phase separation.

At high temperatures the vapor is dominated by refractory species (e.g., SiO, SiO2, Mg, MgO, Fe, FeO, etc.).

At lower temperatures, the refractory species condense, leaving a vapor increasingly dominated by volatile

species (e.g., H2, CO, H2S, N2). A vapor fraction is present for the whole range of pressures and temperatures

considered here.

Most previouswork on lunar origin has relied upon equilibrium condensation calculations appropriate for the

solar nebula (solar composition at 10−4 bar; Lodders, 2003) to aid interpretation of lunar data. Such compar-

isons are the source of the widely quoted estimates of∼1,000 K condensation temperatures for the depletion

of moderately volatile elements in lunar material. Other studies (e.g., Canup et al., 2015; Schaefer et al., 2012)

have calculated the vapor species that would be in equilibrium with a silicate melt of BSE composition. Such

calculations can give insights into the composition of the gas in condensate-dominated systems, such as in

models of the canonical Moon-forming disk, but do not fully describe the physical chemistry of the bulk BSE
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Figure 11. Thermodynamic paths of condensates and vapor in a terrestrial synestia (see section 4.1). The phase regions

and constant vapor fraction lines are the same as in Figure 10. Black arrows schematically show adiabats of rising bulk

silicate Earth material with different entropies, as calculated in section S6. Cooling at the photosphere in this figure is

approximated as isobaric and shown by the red arrow. Example paths for condensates that fall adiabatically back into

the structure without equilibration are shown as dashed maroon arrows. Solid maroon arrows show schematic paths of

falling condensates that experience some equilibration with the surrounding vapor. The white dashed box approximates

the region of equilibration for moonlets.

system. Figure 10presents the first calculation of a bulk BSE phase diagramover the pressure and temperature

range relevant to lunar origin.

The liquid-vapor phase boundary of multicomponent systems is described in terms of dew and

bubble points. Although described as points, more completely dew and bubble points refer to curves in

pressure-temperature space. The dew point is the temperature at a given pressure below which the first

condensates appear in the system. For BSE, the dew point is given by the low-temperature edge of the BSE

vapor field (cream region in Figure 10). The bubble point is the temperature at a given pressure above which

the first vapor phases are stable. In the BSE system, this definition of a bubble point is not particularly use-

ful as some species remain in the vapor phase over all temperatures of interest. The first major element

(the elements that constitute more than 5 wt% of the BSE, that is, O, Mg, Si, and Fe) to vaporize is silicon, and

there is a narrow range of temperatures where the fraction of silicon in the vapor rises from a few wt% to

nearly 100wt% (Figure 9). For this work, we define amajor element bubble point as the temperature at which

10 wt% of silicon is in the vapor (vertical dashed line in Figure 9). This corresponds to about 5 wt% total vapor

(see dotted line in Figure 9 and the v5 blue dashed line in Figure 10).

4. Combined Dynamic and Thermodynamic Model for Moon Formation

Next, we combine our calculations of the structure of a cooling synestia and the phase diagram for BSE to

produce a coupled dynamic and thermodynamic model for satellite accretion. We examine the thermody-

namic paths of condensates in a synestia (section 4.1) and assess the ability of moonlets to survive within the

vapor structure (sections 4.2 and4.3).We then consider the accretionof largemoonlets and theprocesses that
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Figure 12. Large moonlets can survive for a long time within

the vapor structure. Panels show (a) the time taken to vaporize

a given fraction of moonlets of varying initial mass; and (b) the

effect of varying the temperature of the surrounding vapor on

the time taken to vaporize 10 wt% of moonlets of varying mass.

The solid line in (b) is for a vapor temperature of 4,250 K as

used in (a).

govern the exchange between the vapor of the synestia and the moonlets through

a boundary layer (section 4.4). Based on the thermodynamics of BSE material,

we then determine the conditions for equilibration between the vapor and the

moonlets (section 4.5) and predict the composition of themoon that is formed from

a terrestrial synestia (section 4.6).

4.1. Thermodynamic Paths of Droplets and Moonlets

First, we investigate the thermodynamic paths and phase relationships for parcels

of BSE material in a terrestrial synestia as it cools and evolves. As a parcel of pure

vapor convectively rises to lower pressures, it will follow an adiabat and begin to

partially condense once it intersects the dew point. We used the BSE phase diagram

to approximate adiabats in the structure assuming no physical phase separation by

treating the vapor and condensate as two phases with a single latent heat of vapor-

ization, l (see supporting information section S6). Parcels rising from the pure-vapor

regions of the synestia reach the dew point and then follow the phase boundary to

low pressures.

At lowpressures (10−6 to 10−2 bar, see supporting information section S2), the struc-

ture becomes optically thin. Here, at the photosphere of the structure,material cools

by radiating energy, reducing the specific entropy of the parcel and moving it off

the original upwelling adiabat (red arrow and label 2 in Figure 11). In Figure 11,

we schematically show condensation along an isobaric path, but the exact behav-

ior of the material at the photosphere, both dynamically and thermodynamically,

will require a more detailed study as there is a strong feedback between condensa-

tion and the ability of the structure to radiate (supporting information section S2).

However, given the high photospheric temperature (∼2,300 K), we expect cooling

to be catastrophic, leading to almost complete condensation of the radiating parcel.

For example, a 1 km thick photosphere at 10−3 bar would fully condense in approx-

imately a second. The condensates formed at the photosphere will thus inherit an

unfractionated major element composition from the BSE vapor. However, the con-

densate will likely not include substantial amounts of moderately volatile elements

because, at the pressures of the photosphere, these elements condense at much

lower temperatures than the radiative temperature (Figure 9a). Depending on the

pressure of the photosphere, the initial condensates may be a mixture of solid and

liquid (Figure 11).

The condensate formed at the photosphere is about 7 orders of magnitude denser than the surrounding

vapor. As a result, a torrential rainof condensateswill fall into the structure. Asdiscussed in section2.3, conden-

sateswill fall rapidly from the photosphere as part of condensate-rich downwellings, enabling rapid transport

of condensates to the higher-pressure regions of the structure. The falling condensates, as a consequence of

condensing at low pressure, are substantially colder than the surrounding vapor. Condensates that fall adia-

batically, without thermal or chemical equilibration with the surrounding vapor, would follow approximately

isothermal paths (dashed maroon arrows and label 3 in Figure 11). However, condensates will likely partially

thermally equilibrate with their surroundings and follow higher-temperature paths (solidmaroon arrows and

label 4 in Figure 11).

The ultimate fate of condensates depends on both the thermodynamics and dynamics of condensed bodies

within the structure. As discussed in section 2.3, thermal exchange with the vapor will lead to the progressive

vaporization of the condensates. The rate at which this occurs depends on the size of the condensates as

well as the process governing thermal exchange. For condensates falling into regions of the structure that

havemidplanepressures and temperatures below themajor element dewpoint (approximately those regions

outside the black line in Figure 7), a fraction of condensate will be stable in the midplane. As discussed in

section 2.3, small condensates will rapidly spiral inward and revaporize in higher-temperature regions of the

structure. In order to grow a moon, larger condensates that are formed outside the Roche limit (moonlets),

must dynamically decouple from the synestia to avoid being dragged inward and tidally disrupted inside
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Figure 13. Moonlets chemically equilibrate with the structure

through a boundary layer. This cartoon illustrates the main

features of this process. The sub-Keplerian vapor of the structure

continuously flows around the moonlet, which could drive

a flow field within the liquid moonlet and aid mixing.

The boundary layer of the moonlet exchanges mass with the

surrounding structure through turbulent mixing and by the

condensation and evaporation of more volatile species.

Colors on the diagram indicate specific entropy; the liquid

moonlet acts as a cold trap for moderately volatile elements

in the vapor, increasing the efficiency of mass exchange.

the Roche limit. In the following sections, we apply simple physical models to assess

the ability of moonlets to survive within the vapor structure.

4.2. Calculation of the Evaporation Timescale of Moonlets

In section 2.3, we present a calculation of the vaporization of small condensates in

the pure-vapor regions of the synestia. We use the same approach here to place a

lower limit on how long moonlets can survive in the outer regions of the structure.

We consider moonlets in the midplane at about 20 bar surrounded by vapor that is

close to the major element dew point (given approximately by the v5 blue dashed

line in Figure 10), using the same parameters as in section 2.3.

Figure 12a shows how long it takes to vaporize different mass fractions of moonlets

as a function of initial mass. Moonlets that are a significant fraction of a lunar mass

can survive for long periods in the vapor structure. Bodies that are tens of percent

of a lunar mass can survive with <25% mass loss for tens of years in the midplane.

This is longer than the time that themoonspent in thevapor structure inour synestia

evolution calculations (section 2.5).

Our calculations of vaporization time for condensates are likely lower limits.

We discuss the reasons for this in section 2.3 and describe mechanisms that

could prolong the lifetime of smaller condensates. Moonlets in the structure will

continually accrete smaller condensates that were produced at the photosphere.

The addition of cooler condensates to the surface of moonlets will prolong their

survival time. Also, the thermal exchange betweenmoonlets and the vapor is medi-

ated through a boundary layer (see section 4.4) and is less efficient than we have

assumed in our calculation.

The calculated survival timescales for moonlets are dependent on the temperature

assumed for the surrounding vapor. In our evolution calculations, the moon grows

in regions of the structurewhere themidplane temperature is close to the dewpoint

(e.g., black arrows in Figure 11). We therefore expect Tvap ∼ T̄vap for most of the life-

time of the structure. Initially, there are regions in the synestia that are pure vapor

above the dew point (Figure 7). A larger Tvap only changes the survival times for

moonlets by approximately a factor of 2 (Figure 12b).

4.3. Calculation of Moonlet Decoupling From the Vapor Structure

We estimate themass at whichmoonlets can decouple from the gas and survive for

extended periods of time in the Roche-exterior structure by calculating when the

mass of vapor encountered by a freely orbiting body,Mencounter, is less than themass

of the body itself, M. The moonlet mass that meets the condition, M ∼ Mencounter, can be determined from

thermally equilibrated SPH post-impact structures.

The mass of vapor that a decoupled body encounters over one orbit is given by

Mencounter = �

(
D

2

)2

(vcond − vvap)
2�a

vcond
�vap, (14)

where D is the diameter of the body, vcond and vvap are the rotational velocity of the body and vapor, respec-

tively, a is the orbital semi-major axis, and �vap is the density of the vapor. For a body on a circular Keplerian

orbit around a central point mass,

vcond =

√
GMbnd

a
, (15)

where G is the gravitational constant andMbnd is the bound mass of the synestia. Here we assumed that the

density of vapor is constant throughout the orbit. The body decouples when

Mencounter ∼ M =
4

3
�

(
D

2

)3

�cond, (16)
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Figure 14. Equilibration of moonlets within the vapor structure can

reproduce the bulk composition of our Moon. The calculated composition of

condensate at different pressures, with the temperature set by the silicate

vaporization buffer (10 wt% silicon in the vapor). The range of published

estimates for the bulk lunar composition is shown by the gray band. We find

a good match to lunar composition for pressures in the range of tens of bar.

Equilibration pressures of tens of bar are predicted by our calculations of

moon formation from a terrestrial synestia. Lower pressures of equilibration

lead to too large a depletion in the moderately volatile elements to match

our Moon and conversely higher pressures give an excess of moderately

volatile elements.

where �cond is the density of the condensed body. The approximate size at

which a body decouples is

Dcrit ∼
3�a�vap

vcond�cond
(vcond − vvap). (17)

We calculated the decoupling size of moonlets using the parameters from

several thermally equilibrated post-impact structures from the suite of

impacts from LS17. The rotational velocity of the vapor was taken directly

from the SPH structures, and the densities of the gas and condensate, �vap
and �cond, respectively, correspond to the values on the forsterite vapor

dome at the pressure of the structure.

The critical size for decoupled bodies ranges from meters to hundreds of

kilometers, depending on the location of the orbit. In the midplane just

beyond the Roche limit, the decoupling size is on the order of 105 m,

or equivalently 10−5 to 10−2 MMoon, for the example synestia shown in

Figures 1 and 3. The decoupling size at the Roche limit decreases some-

what as the structure cools and the density of vapor in the outer structure

decreases.

Decoupled moonlets are large enough to be on Keplerian orbits, but their

orbits may still evolve due to gas drag or by gravitational interactions with

the vapor structure and other condensates. Studying the migration of the

moon within the structure is left to future work.

4.4. The Boundary Layer of the Growing Moon

As discussed in section 2.5, a satellite of a few tenths of a lunar mass

forms very rapidly after a giant impact (e.g., on a timescale of weeks,

Kokubo et al., 2000; Salmon & Canup, 2012). Such a large body is decou-

pled from the vapor and dynamically stable outside the Roche limit.

This body could survive with only partial vaporization (less than 10 wt%) for over 10 years within the vapor

structure (Figure 12a) and act as a nucleus onto which other condensates accrete. Generally, a singlemoonlet

grows quickly and becomes the seed body for later stages of accretion.

The seed body (and other moonlets) accretes smaller moonlets and falling condensates. We expect accretion

of small condensates to be relatively efficient because of the large gravitational cross section of moonlets.

Gravitational capture could alsobe enhancedby aerodynamicdrag from the vapor, in amanner similar topeb-

ble accretion (Lambrechts & Johansen, 2012). The falling condensates accreted onto the seed will be colder

than the vapor in the midplane of the structure. These condensates formed at low pressures and are devoid

of moderately volatile elements (Figure 9a). The growing moon is out of thermal and chemical equilibrium

with the vapor in the midplane; however, we argue that the surface of a liquid moonlet equilibrates with the

vapor within a boundary layer (shown schematically in Figure 13).

Since moonlets are decoupled from the gas, sub-Keplerian vapor continuously flows past the moonlets at

velocities of hundredsofmeters per second. Theboundary layermediates the thermal and chemical exchange

between the hot vapor and the colder surface of the liquid moonlet. The physical processes acting in the

boundary layer are key to determining the chemical composition of the final moon. The details of the fluid

dynamics of the boundary layer are complex and a numerical treatment is beyond the scope of this paper.

Here we discuss some of the basic properties of the boundary layer and focus on the processes governing

equilibration of MVEs.

Condensates forming at the pressures and temperature of the photosphere have negligible concentrations of

volatile elements (e.g., Figure 9a). However, in the higher pressures of themidplane, a portion ofMVEs are sta-

ble in the condensate (Figures 9b and 9c). The mass of the synestia is significantly larger than the mass of the

moonlets; therefore, the vapor in the synestia acts as a compositionally homogeneous reservoir interacting

with liquid moonlets that have a lower abundance of volatile elements. As BSE vapor flows past the moon-

lets, a portion of the MVEs in the gas is cold-trapped onto the liquid surface. At the same time, the surface
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of the moonlet is heated and partially vaporized by radiation and thermal exchange with the flowing vapor.

Therefore, there is a continuous exchange of material between the moonlet and the vapor of the synestia.

Despite being heated from the top, themoonlets are likely to bewell mixed. During the period of rapid accre-

tion, the addition of colder, denser condensates onto the surface of the moonlet will create a gravitationally

unstable layer that will continually overturn. Furthermore, the relative velocity between themoonlet and the

vapor is hundreds ofmeters per second. The shearing flowof vapor could drive a surface current on themoon-

let (white arrows in Figure 13). Since the shear is unidirectional across the moonlet, aligned with the flow of

gas, there would be a deep return flow within the body. Such a flow pattern would force mixing.

The vapor pressure at the surface of large moonlets is larger than the background pressure in the synestia

due to the gravitational attraction of the moonlets themselves. We approximate the pressure at the surface

of moonlets by assuming that the boundary layer is bounded by the pressure of the structure at some spher-

ical radius and that the boundary layer is polytropic. The gas is treated as ideal and diatomic with a polytrope

defined by the ratio of heat capacities, ∼1.4. The increase in pressure is small (up to a factor of about 2) for

moonlets < ∼0.25MMoon but can be significant (factor of about 10) for larger moonlets. Although this calcu-

lation demonstrates the gravitational effect of moonlets on the pressure in the boundary layer, it does not

capture the complexities of the boundary layer. For example, the radii of larger moonlets can be a significant

fraction of the scale height of the structure, so the bounding pressure varies around the moonlet, and the

dynamic nature of the boundary layer can cause variations in pressure across the surface. For the purposes of

this work, it is sufficient to demonstrate that we expect that the surface pressure of moonlets could be a few

times higher than the pressures given in Figure 8b.

The boundary layer will change as the structure cools. As the primary moon grows and the pressure in the

synestia at the location of themoon drops, the gravity of themoonwill begin to dominate the flow.When the

Hill radius of the moon dominates the edge of the synestia (e.g., around 6.5 years in Figure 7), the boundary

layer will quickly transition to become a captured atmosphere. At this point, the moon’s atmosphere will be a

closed system, ending the period of chemical exchange with the terrestrial synestia.

4.5. The Silicate Vaporization Temperature Buffer

As discussed above, there is thermal and chemical exchange between the condensate of themoonlet and the

BSE vapor through the boundary layer. Since the temperature is high and the thermal and chemical exchange

is rapid, we expect the condensate and vapor at the surface of the moonlet to reach equilibrium before the

vapor is swept past the moonlet and replaced by more BSE vapor. The thermodynamics and chemistry of

the boundary layer can thus be estimated using an equilibrium calculation.

In this work, we make the assumption that the flow of gas past the surface of the moonlet chemically equi-

librates with a thin skin of the moonlet. In this case, the interacting chemical system at the surface of the

moonlet is approximately BSE.

The moonlets are heated by thermal exchange with the vapor in the synestia. The temperature of the moon-

lets rises to the major element bubble point, where the first major element begins to vaporize. For BSE

composition, the firstmajor element to substantially vaporize is silicon (Figure 9) as SiO. SiO2 comprises about

half the mass of moonlets, and the work required to raise the temperature of the moonlet beyond the major

element bubble point is substantial. Thus, the surface temperature of moonlets will be buffered by themajor

element bubble point, and we refer to this important physiochemical process as the silicate vaporization

temperature buffer.

The fraction of silicon in the vapor is not a linear function with temperature. As presented in Figure 9, the

vapor contains a few weight percent of the silicon budget over a wide range of temperatures. In contrast,

there is a much narrower range of temperatures where the fraction of silicon in the vapor rises from a few

weight percent to nearly 100 wt%. At the temperature corresponding to about 10 wt% silicon vaporization,

which is approximately the major element bubble point, the energy required to vaporize additional mass is a

significant barrier to further increases in temperature. Based on our estimates that less than 10 wt% of large

moonlets can be vaporized while residing in the vapor structure, we expect the temperature of themoonlets

to be buffered close to the major element bubble point. In Figure 9, the vertical dashed line denotes the

temperature of 10 wt% silicon vaporization. Based on our example synestias that could form a lunar-mass

moon, the pressures expected around the moonlets are tens of bar or more. For 10 wt% Si in the vapor and

10 to 50 bars, the temperature of the silicate vaporization buffer ranges from about 3,400 to 4,000 K.
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We expect the precise pressure-temperature history for each moonlet to be variable. The value of 10 wt%

Si vaporization, and the corresponding range of pressures and temperatures, are an approximation of the

mean conditions of equilibration for the bulkmoon. An approximate range of possible equilibration pressures

and temperatures for moonlets are shown by the white hashed region in Figure 11. This schematic region

encompasses temperatures below and above the major element bubble point. The final composition of the

moon is likely a nonlinear average of equilibration conditions during accretion.

4.6. Predicted Composition of the Moon

To approximate the composition of the moon formed from a synestia, we used our physical chemistry model

(section 3) to calculate the composition of the liquid condensate in a BSE chemical system over a broad range

of pressures, with the temperature set by the silicate vaporization buffer (colored lines in Figure 14). For all

cases, the refractory major elements in the condensate are relatively unfractionated from BSE. Our condensa-

tion calculations show that the partitioning of MVEs between the condensate and vapor varies with pressure

and temperature. As a result, the magnitude and pattern of MVE in the condensate varies substantially with

different equilibration conditions. For example, at 10 wt% silicon vaporization, a negligible amount of MVE

is contained in the condensate at 1 mbar (Figure 9a, vertical dashed line). However, at tens of bar, a larger

fraction of MVEs are incorporated into the condensate (Figures 9b and 9c, vertical dashed lines).

In Figure 14, we assumed that the silicate vaporization buffer fixes the temperature of equilibration to the

point where 10 wt% of the silicon is in the vapor. Varying the amount of silicon in the vapor changes the MVE

composition of the equilibrium condensate; however, we find that the condensate compositions at slightly

lower and higher temperatures (and lower and higher pressures) are somewhat complementary (Figure S4).

Combining material that equilibrated at different temperatures and pressures could still produce an average

composition similar to our single pressure-temperature calculations.

For our calculated rangeof pressures (about 10bars ormore) during satellite accretion froma terrestrial synes-

tia (Figure 8 and supporting information section S5.1), the predicted composition of a moon falls within the

observed uncertainties for lunar composition (gray band, supporting information). At higher and lower pres-

sures, the relative pattern of MVEs does not agree with the observations of our Moon. Thus, the composition

of our Moon could be explained by formation from a terrestrial synestia.

5. Discussion

In this work, we show that an impact-generated synestia leads to a new environment for satellite formation.

We identified example potential Moon-forming synestias, and the predicted chemical composition of the

moon is in excellent agreementwith lunar data. Therefore,wepropose a newmodel for lunar origin: ourMoon

accreted within a terrestrial synestia. In this section, we discuss the finer points of this new model, focusing

on consistency with other properties of the Earth-Moon system.

5.1. The Fate of Volatile Elements

Forming the Moon from a terrestrial synestia provides a physical mechanism to quantitatively explain the

well-documented MVE depletion of the Moon compared to Earth. The magnitude and pattern of MVE deple-

tion is determined by equilibration chemistry over a relatively narrow range of pressures and temperatures.

Through the silicate vaporization buffer, the composition of the moon is not controlled by an absolute tem-

perature but by the relative partitioning of elements between phases. The MVEs that are not incorporated

into the Moon remain in the synestia. As the synestia cools and contracts within the lunar orbit, the remain-

ing MVEs are destined to be incorporated into the BSE. The complement of the Moon’s MVEs is a negligible

fraction of the terrestrial budget (approximately 2%), less than the uncertainty in the composition of BSE

(McDonough & Sun, 1995).

When the Moon separates from the synestia, it has a thin silicate atmosphere that cools by radiation. As the

pressure drops, the temperature of the lunar surface remains buffered by silicate vaporization and also drops.

As a result, the surface conditions quickly reach pressures and temperatures where solid phases are stable.

To estimate the speciation of the vapor in equilibrium with the lunar magma ocean as it cools, we used the

same methods as in section 3 and calculated the vapor species as bulk lunar composition material cooled

isobarically at 10 bar. At the time of separation from the synestia, the lunar atmosphere is dominated by heavy

species (e.g., SiO, MgO, H2S, CO, etc., with a mean molecular mass of >25 g mol−1). A collisional atmosphere

with a mean molecular mass of >25 g mol−1 is gravitationally bound to the Moon even at the temperatures
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Figure 15. Forming a moon from a synestia can potentially produce an

isotopically similar satellite. Satellites that form within a synestia could

equilibrate with a high-entropy region that is a substantial mass fraction

of the silicate portion of the structure (a). For a range of different impact

scenarios, the compositional difference between the final moon that

forms from the high-entropy region and the bulk Earth (b) are small. The

parameters xS> Scrit
and xEarth are the mass fraction of the high-entropy

regions and the bulk silicate Earth derived from impactor material.

In comparison, the Earth-Moon difference in the canonical giant impact

is large and xMoon − xEarth > ∼ 0.6, where xMoon is the mass fraction of

the Moon derived from impactor material (the equivalent of xS> Scrit
in

(b)). Colors indicate the projectile-to-total mass ratio, Mp∕(Mt +Mp),

where Mp and Mt are the mass of the projectile and target, respectively.

Vertical lines indicate specific impact energies, QS, of 2 and

5 × 106 J kg−1 .

of the lunar magma ocean. As the atmosphere cools and condenses, the

vapor becomes increasingly enriched in volatile species. Simultaneously, the

total mass of the atmosphere decreases. This small residual atmosphere may

condense or be lost from theMoon. Therefore, in ourmodel, the observed iso-

topic variability of some volatile elements (e.g., Zn, Cl) in lunar samples (Day &

Moynier, 2014; Paniello et al., 2012; Sharp et al., 2010) is unlikely to reflect bulk

isotopic fractionation due to atmospheric loss (Day & Moynier, 2014; Paniello

et al., 2012) and must arise from later, potentially localized, processes.

Recent measurements of melt inclusions in lunar samples (e.g., Hauri et al.,

2011; Saal et al., 2008) have been interpreted as evidence for significant

amounts of hydrogen (1 to 1,000 ppm H2O equivalent by weight) in the

Moon’s interior. In any giant impact model, the lunar inventory of hydro-

gen is likely controlled by solubility in the silicate liquid, which may explain

the observations (see, e.g., Pahlevan et al., 2016). As our melt model does

not include water, our condensation calculations cannot be used to infer the

hydrogen budget of the Moon; however, inclusion of hydrogen in the Moon

is not inconsistent with our model.

5.2. Core Formation and Metal-Silicate Equilibration

Our model has implications for understanding core formation and

metal-silicate equilibration after the giant impact. At the pressures and tem-

peratures of the Roche-exterior region of the synestia, the condensate is a

silicate liquid. There is no metal phase, and iron is incorporated in the liquid

primarily as FeO. The boundary between a mixture of metal and silicate and

a pure silicate is shown by the red line in Figure 10.

During mixing within the synestia and equilibration with moonlets, both

lithophile and siderophile elements are homogenized and equilibrated. The

lunar core is produced by exsolution of a metal phase from the silicate liquid

as it cools. In our calculations a few weight percent of metal is precipi-

tated at moderate pressures, which is consistent with the small size of the

lunar core (Garcia et al., 2011; Matsuyama et al., 2016; Weber et al., 2011;

Williams et al., 2014). Because exsolved metal droplets would be small, the

surface area between the metal and silicate is large, and we expect efficient

metal-silicate equilibration at this stage of cooling in both the Moon and the

terrestrial synestia.

5.3. Isotopic Composition of Earth and the Moon

As discussed in section 1, any complete lunar formation model must explain

the similarity of Earth and theMoon inW isotopes (Touboul et al., 2015; Kruijer

& Kleine, 2017; Kruijer et al., 2015). If material in the inner solar system had

widely varying stable isotopic compositions, then a model need also reproduce the observed similarity in

stable isotopes, such as O (e.g., Young et al., 2016).

In our lunar origin model, the Moon forms from, and is equilibrated with, the high-entropy regions of a ter-

restrial synestia. Due to the continuous cycling of mass by falling condensates and vertical fluid convection,

the high-entropy layers are likely to be well mixed (section 2.3). Other mechanisms (such as large-scale fluid

instabilities, turbulent eddies driven by shear in the structure, and scattering of condensates and gravitational

perturbations by theMoon) could also enhancemixing. At the initially high temperatures in the synestia, both

lithophile and siderophile elements are incorporated into a single silicate fluid and there is no metal phase

(section 5.2). Therefore, the outer portions of the synestia and the forming Moon share very similar isotopic

compositions for both lithophile and siderophile elements.

Figure 15a shows themass fraction of the silicate portion of synestias that constitute the high-entropy regions

from the suite of SPH simulations from LS17. We have approximated the mass fraction of the synestia that

would form the high-entropy region of the synestia, or be included into the lunar seed, as the mass that is

either initially mixed phase or has an entropy above the critical point entropy, Scrit, in the unprocessed SPH
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Figure 16. In N-body simulations of planet formation, a majority of

Earth-like bodies experience a number of late, high-energy giant

impacts. Histograms show the fraction of final bodies in the simulations

by Quintana et al. (2016) with masses >0.5 MEarth that experience a

given number of impacts with a specific energy QS > 2 × 106 J kg−1

(black) and > 5 × 106 J kg−1 (red) late in their accretion. Late impacts

are defined as those where the largest remnant after the impact is at

least 50% of the mass of the final body.

simulation output (e.g., the blue particles and red particles to the right of the

critical point in Figure 1d). The thermal structure varies substantially with dif-

ferent impact geometries, but we find that up to 50% of the silicate mass

can have specific entropies above the critical point (Figure 15a). We find that

the mass fraction of the high-entropy region scales well with a modified spe-

cific impact energy, QS, which is defined in LS17. As expected, higher-energy

impacts lead to more massive high-entropy regions.

Formation of the Moon from such a massive high-entropy region, combined

with enhanced mixing during high-AM, high-energy impacts, may explain

the isotopic similarity of Earth and the Moon. Figure 15b shows the approx-

imate difference in the mass fractions of the high-entropy regions and the

bulk synestia that are derived from the impactor, denoted xS> Scrit
and xEarth,

respectively, for the synestias found by LS17. The values shown assume that

theMoon inherits the compositionof thehigh-entropy regionof the structure

and that the Earth inherits the bulk composition of the synestia. Lower values

of xS> Scrit
− xEarth indicate smaller isotopic differences. The isotopic differ-

ence for moons formed from synestias is small compared to the Earth-Moon

difference in the canonical giant impact, which typically results in values of

xMoon − xEarth > ∼0.6, where xMoon is the mass fraction of the Moon inferred

to come from the impactor. For reference, assuming an initial O isotope dis-

tribution in the solar system and using the results fromN-body simulations of

terrestrial planet formation, Young et al. (2016) found that ∼40% of terminal

giant impacts would reproduce the similarity in O isotopes if xMoon − xEarth =

0.1 and ∼20% if xMoon − xEarth = 0.2. There is a subset of potential Moon-forming synestias that could satisfy

the O isotope constraint without the need for a homogeneous inner solar system. The subset of impacts that

could match the W constraint is uncertain, but it will be larger.

W isotopes are sensitive to the timing of core formation, and core formation on Earth and theMoon endswith

the Moon-forming impact. If the Moon formed <∼50 Myr after the start of the solar system, then the Hf-W

system would have still been alive at the time of the impact. However, the Hf/W ratio of the mantles of Earth

and the Moon are probably very similar as the La/W ratios are comparable in a variety of lunar and terrestrial

rocks (Wieczorek et al., 2006). Thus, any subsequent 182Wevolution from 182Hfdecaywould still result in similar

tungsten isotope signatures for both bodies.

Several studies of the deep terrestrial mantle sample a reservoir that is isotopically distinct from the upper

mantle (Holland & Ballentine, 2006; Mukhopadhyay, 2012; Mundl et al., 2017; Parai et al., 2012; Pető et al.,

2013; Rizo et al., 2016; Tucker & Mukhopadhyay, 2014; Tucker et al., 2012; Yokochi & Marty, 2004). In partic-

ular, measurements of Xe and W isotopes suggest that there is a mantle reservoir that was formed early in

Earth’s accretion and has persisted to the present day, presumably surviving the Moon-forming giant impact

(Mukhopadhyay, 2012; Mundl et al., 2017; Parai et al., 2012; Pető et al., 2013; Rizo et al., 2016; Tucker et al.,

2012). The majority of post-impact structures are strongly thermally stratified (LS17) and the whole Earth is

unlikely to be perfectly mixed during or after the impact. The layer at the base of the mantle has much lower

entropy than the rest of the structure and generally contains a lowermass fraction of impactor. This portion of

the bodymayhave a distinct isotopic composition to the rest of the synestia. The observed isotopic anomalies

may be the remnants of the low-entropy layer.

Some isotopic fractionation between Earth and the Moon would be expected in our model. Fractionation

can be produced during the condensation of lunar material and while moonlets equilibrate with the synes-

tia. Equilibration between moonlets and the vapor of the synestia would produce an isotopically heavy

Moon compared to Earth, but since the equilibration occurs at relatively high pressures and temperatures,

the degree of fractionation is expected to be small. Recently, a potassium isotope fractionation has been

measured between lunar and terrestrial samples that is consistent with condensation at high pressures and

temperatures (Wang & Jacobsen, 2016). Further development of our model could make predictions as to the

degree of fractionation of other elements.
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Figure 17. A range of synestias formed at the end of planet formation may

be suitable Moon-forming structures. Using a suite of smoothed particle

hydrodynamics impact simulations from LS17, we calculated the pressure in

the midplane at the Roche limit in the unprocessed post-impact structure

(a), the mass beyond the Roche limit (b), and the angular momentum (AM)

beyond the Roche limit (c) as a function of the specific energy, QS. Symbols

denote the dynamic class of each post-impact structure as defined by LS17;

super-corotation-limit (super-CoRoL, circles), sub-corotation limit

(sub-CoRoL, squares), and co-CoRoL (triangles). Filled symbols denote

structures with limited mass in their disk-like regions. The solid and dashed

vertical lines indicate impact energies of 2 and 5 × 106 J kg−1 , respectively.

Horizontal lines indicate one lunar mass (b) and the AM of a moon orbiting

at the Roche limit around an Earth-mass body (c).

Formation of the Moon from a terrestrial synestia is a promising mecha-

nism to explain the isotopic similarity between Earth and the Moon.

5.4. Potential Moon-Forming Impacts

In the canonical giant impact model, reproducing the present-day AM of

the Earth-Moon systemplaced stringent constraints on the impact param-

eters. Only a narrow range of mass ratios, impact velocities, and impact

angles produced the desired post-impact structure (Canup, 2004, 2008a;

Canup & Asphaug, 2001). Thus, the canonical giant impact has been a

logical focus for studies related to lunar origin.

In this work, we present examples of potential Moon-forming synes-

tias that were generated by very different giant impact configurations,

from small impactors to approximately equal-mass bodies (B). Note that

pre-impact rotation is not required to produce a Moon-forming synestia.

However, these example impact-generated synestias have some similar

characteristics and provide an initial guide to understanding the range of

giant impacts that have the potential to form our Moon.

In our new model, the key features for a potential Moon-forming giant

impact are as follows: (i) a terrestrial synestia is formed; (ii) the synestia has

a distribution of mass and thermal energy such that the Roche-exterior

region has sufficient sustained vapor pressure for chemical equilibration

of moonlets to produce the observed depletion in MVEs (tens of bars in

our calculations); and (iii) the synestia has the requisite mass and AM to

accrete a lunar-mass satellite.

LS17 defined the conditions necessary to form a terrestrial synestia. An

Earth-mass body must exceed the CoRoL, which is a function of AM and

thermal energy (specific AMof the outer silicatematerial). LS17 found that

the specific entropy of the outer silicate portions of bodies after giant

impacts scales well with amodified specific impact energy,QS.QS is a vari-

ation of the parameter developed in Leinhardt and Stewart (2012) that

adjusts for the geometry of collisions between similarly sized bodies to

estimate the relative deposition of impact energy into the post-impact

body for different collision scenarios. LS17 showed that Earth-massplanets

typically experience several giant impacts with QS > 2 × 106 J kg−1 dur-

ing accretion and over half experience at least one impact with QS > 5 ×

106 J kg−1. Impacts with QS > 2 × 106 J kg−1 generally deposit sufficient

energy such that the upper 25 wt% of the silicate portion of a body has

an average specific entropy that exceeds the critical point value, Scrit. For

impacts with QS > 5 × 106 J kg−1, the upper 50 wt% of silicates typically

attain mean specific entropies above the critical point.

Post-impact bodies with high specific entropy (≥ Scrit) outer layers exceed

the CoRoL when they also have a total AM greater than about 1.5LEM. The

AM of terrestrial bodies during accretion is difficult to track. Kokubo and

Genda (2010) have conducted the best assessment to date of the spin

state of rocky planets during accretion. They used anN-body simulation of

planet formation with bimodal impact outcomes, either perfect merging

or hit-and-run, and tracked the AM of each of the bodies in the simula-

tion. They found that the mean AM of rocky planets is large, for example,

2.7 LEM for Earth-mass planets and that the distribution is broad. About

84%of their final Earth-mass bodies had an AMgreater than 1.6 LEM. Based

on the results of Kokubo and Genda (2010), most post-impact bodies at

the end of accretion would have sufficient AM to be above the CoRoL
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Figure 18. Schematic illustration of the formation of the Moon within a terrestrial synestia. The key steps are as follows:

(a) Formation of a terrestrial synestia by a high-energy, high-angular-momentum giant impact and accretion of a lunar

seed that orbits within the vapor structure. (b) The moon grows on the timescale of about a year, accreting condensates

and moonlets as the synestia radiatively cools. Moonlets chemically equilibrate with bulk silicate Earth vapor at the

silicate vaporization temperature buffer. (c) As the system cools and contracts, after several to tens of years, the Moon

separates from the synestia with a small captured atmosphere and begins to cool and solidify. The synestia contracts

within the Roche limit and eventually falls below the corotation limit. For each step, half of the three-dimensional

structure is shown with colors denoting the specific entropy of silicate material. The phase varies with specific entropy

and pressure (see Figures 1c, 1d, 1g, and 1h). At lower pressures, farther out in the structure, condensates are shown in

blue. The gray region is the core and the rotation axis is shown as a vertical column in the center of the structure.

The photosphere of the synestia is dominated by condensates. The top right quadrant of (a) schematically shows

turbulent convection in the terrestrial synestia with condensate-rich downwellings (blue arrows) cutting across the

convective return flow (red arrows). All the stages are to scale.
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Figure A1. Same information as presented in Figure 2, but for

the initial processed, post-impact synestia shown in Figure A4.

Note the change of the y axis scale in panel (c).

after a high-energy impact. Given the prevalence of high-energy impacts, LS17

concluded that synestias were common during accretion.

In order to satisfy the observed chemical relationships between Earth and theMoon,

the Moon-forming giant impact was likely the last major accretionary event on

the growing Earth. Hence, we consider the probability of a high-energy terminal

giant impact. We analyzed the N-body simulations of Quintana et al. (2016) in a

manner similar to LS17, but we only considered impacts onto almost fully formed

bodies. Figure 16 presents the number of late high-energy giant impacts onto

bodies with a final mass of >0.5 MEarth. To include only late impacts, we only con-

sidered cases where the post-impact body had a mass >50% of the final mass of

the planet. High-energy giant impacts are prevalent at the end of accretion. About

85% of bodies experienced at least one impact with QS > 2 × 106 J kg−1 and 30%

experienced at least one impact with QS > 5 × 106 J kg−1 late in their formation.

Other N-body studies without fragmentation and with different initial conditions

and alternative configurations of the giant planets (e.g., Hansen, 2009; Levison et al.,

2015; O’Brien et al., 2006; Raymond et al., 2009; Walsh et al., 2011) all produce

high-energy impacts in the final stages of accretion although the frequency of dif-

ferent energy impacts varies between these various scenarios. Given that the AM of

terrestrial bodies are expected to be high at the end of planet formation (Kokubo

& Genda, 2010), we conclude that synestias are a common outcome of terminal

giant impacts.

We find that the pressure in the midplane at the Roche limit is roughly corre-

lated with the specific impact energy QS, shown in Figure 17a. This figure presents

characteristics of the unprocessed post-impact structures from the database pre-

sented in LS17. Impact-generated synestias are plotted as circles. Most impacts with

QS > 2×106 J kg−1 produce structures that have initial pressures of at least 10 bars at

the Roche limit. Note that themidplanepressure in the rawSPHcalculation is a lower

limit for disk-like regions with large condensate fractions, and thermal equilibration

and removal of condensate would provide amore accurate vapor pressure estimate

(supporting information section S4). Nevertheless, with the direct SPH values, most

impact-generated synestias have Roche-exterior vapor pressures consistent with

our inferred conditions for lunar origin for satellites that form near the Roche limit.

The mass and AM that is injected beyond the Roche limit during each impact varies

dramatically (Figures 17b and 17c). The distribution ofmass and AM is very sensitive

to the exact impact parameters and not just the specific impact energy. The current

data suggests a trend to higher pressures at the Roche limit, andmoremass and AM

beyondRochewith increasing total AMof the post-impact structure. Given thiswide

variety of initial mass and AM distributions and the uncertainty in the evolution of

post-impact structures, it is not possible to predict which of these synestias could

form a lunar-mass satellite from QS alone. Because both mass and AM maybe transported outward during

viscous evolution of a synestia, it is not required that the giant impact emplace all the mass and AM for the

Moon beyond the Roche limit. However, the suite of impacts from LS17 contains many promising candidates

that satisfy these criteria, in addition tomany that nearly reach these levels. Furtherwork is needed to robustly

determine the final mass of a moon formed from a synestia in order to better define the requirements for a

Moon-forming post-impact structure.

Here we examined the outcomes from single giant impacts; however, about one third of giant impacts

are hit-and-run events (Asphaug et al., 2006; Stewart & Leinhardt, 2012). It is possible that a potential

Moon-forming synestia could be formed by a hit-and-run event followed by an accretionary event with

the same impactor. Because the two bodies would have a subsequent encounter on orbital timescales, the

proto-Earth would not have recovered completely from the first event. Thus, not all of the thermal energy

and AM of a Moon-forming synestia needs to be delivered in one event and a two-part sequence may be

considered in future work.
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Figure A2. Same information as presented in Figure 2, but for

the initial processed, post-impact synestia shown in Figure A5.

Based on this work, we anticipate that very different impact scenarios can gener-

ate Moon-forming synestias. Thus, our model for lunar origin shifts the focus from a

specific impact event to the properties of the post-impact structure.

6. Synopsis of the Origin of the Moon

Here we summarize our new model for lunar origin. The trigger is a high-energy,

high-angular-momentum (high-AM) giant impact that forces the post-impact struc-

ture to exceed theCoRoL, formingapreviously unrecognizedplanetary object called

a synestia. The outer regions of synestias are largely vapor and there is strong

pressure support, causing the disk-like regions to be substantially sub-Keplerian. A

variety of high-energy, high-AM giant impact events can exceed the CoRoL with

sufficient mass and AM in the outer structure to accrete the Moon. High-energy,

high-AM impacts typically lead tomoremixing of impactor and targetmaterial than

occurs during the canonical impact.

As the system radiatively cools, silicate droplets condense from the vapor in the

low-pressure, optically thin outer layers of the structure and fall inward (Figures 18a

and 18b). The torrential rain of condensates drives radial mass and AM transport.

Initially, condensates that fall within the Roche limit are vaporized in the hotter,

higher-pressure interior of the structure, and their mass is mixed with the silicate

vapor in the structure. However, condensates with sufficient AM to remain outside

the Roche limit accrete to formmoonlets. The initialmoonlets, formedby rapid cool-

ing of the low-surface-density outer disk, accrete subsequent condensates to form

the Moon (Figure 18b).

The Moon inherits its composition by forming from, and equilibrating with, BSE

vapor. Moonlets chemically equilibrate at a pressure set by the mass of the vapor

synestia and a temperature set by the onset of silicate vaporization. In our cal-

culations, the moonlets equilibrate at tens of bar and between about 3,400 and

4,000 K. Equilibration between the lunar liquid and BSE vapor within a bound-

ary layer has the potential to quantitatively produce the observed bulk lunar

composition, including the magnitude and pattern of depletion in moderately

volatile elements. At the high temperatures in the synestia, both lithophile and

siderophile elements are incorporated into a single silicate fluid and there is no

metal phase. Metal precipitates from the silicate fluid of the Moon to form the

small lunar core. The outer portions of the synestia and the Moon share very similar

isotopic compositions for both lithophile and siderophile elements. Formation

from a sufficiently well-mixed synestia has the potential to explain the similar-

ity between Earth and the Moon in their tungsten, and potentially other, isotopic

compositions.

The Moon is nearly fully grown before the synestia cools and contracts within the lunar orbit (Figure 18c).

Eventually, the structure cools below the CoRoL and forms a corotating planet. Thus, Earth inherits theMoon’s

complement of moderately volatile elements.

To complete our model, the AM of the Earth-Moon system must be reduced to the present-day value after

lunar accretion. Multiple physical processes during lunar tidal evolution have been proposed to remove the

required amount of AM from the Earth-Moon system (Ćuk & Stewart, 2012; Ćuk et al., 2016; Tian et al., 2017;

Wisdom & Tian, 2015).

7. Conclusions and Future Tests of the Model

Most high-energy, high-AM giant impacts can produce synestias. The formation of the Moon within a terres-

trial synestia can potentially reproduce the lunar bulk composition, the isotopic similarity between Earth and

the Moon, and the large mass of the Moon. If the post-impact body also had high obliquity, the same giant
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Figure A3. Same information as presented in Figure 2, but for

the initial processed, post-impact synestia shown in Figure 7.

Note the change of the y axis scale in panel (c).

impact may trigger a tidal evolution sequence that explains the present-day lunar

inclination and AM of the Earth-Moon system (Ćuk et al., 2016).

In our model, the properties of the post-impact structure constrain the timescale

and pressure-temperature conditions for lunar accretion. In particular, the physi-

cal environment within the synestia controls the composition of the Moon. Based

on our calculations, a range of giant impacts could produce post-impact synestias

with appropriate structures to reproduce the physical and chemical properties of

our Moon. Thus, our model shifts the focus for lunar origin from a specific impact

scenario to the properties of the terrestrial synestia.

In this work, we have demonstrated the feasibility of our model and its potential to

explain key observational constraints on the Earth-Moon system, but multiple pro-

cesses require further investigation. In particular, dedicated study of themultiphase

fluid dynamics of the terrestrial synestia is necessary to understand the environment

for lunar accretion and the degree of isotopic mixing. Furthermore, development of

impact codes that allow thermal equilibration will be required to more accurately

determine thedegreeofmixing ingiant impacts. Satellite accretionprocesseswithin

a synestia and feedbacks between the Moon and the synestia have not been mod-

eled directly. Here we have simply coupled our physical and chemical models using

the pressure-temperature-time paths of material in the synestia. A fuller under-

standing of the dynamics and thermodynamics in the boundary layers of moonlets,

and the feedback of moonlets on the synestia, will be required to more accurately

determine the coupling of physical and chemical processes.

Further development of ourmodel will allow us tomake stronger predictions about

the compositions of Earth and the Moon. Improved constraints on lunar compo-

sition, particularly improving the estimates for moderately volatile elements, will

provide a test of our model by confirming the pattern of depletion and extend-

ing possible comparison to elements not considered here. Improved estimates of

volatile depletion will also further refine the constraints on the pressure and tem-

perature of equilibration. The pressure-temperature conditions in our model also

enable predictions of isotopic fractionation between Earth and the Moon.

Appendix A: Orbital IntegrationWith Gas Drag

In section 2.3 we presented results for the orbital evolution of condensates at

different heights in a vapor synestia including gas drag. Here we give more details

of the implementation of that simple model.

Condensates in the structure experience acceleration by both gravitational forces,

g, and drag due to differential velocity, aD. The acceleration of the body is

given by

r̈ = g + aD , (A1)

where r is the position vector of the condensate in the non-rotating center of mass frame. In a synestia, due

to the flattening of the structure the gravitational field is not spherical symmetric. However, in the outer

regions of the synestia the majority of the mass is significantly further inward in the structure and a simple

gravitational term of the form

g =
GMint

|r|3
r (A2)

is sufficient to model the gravitational acceleration to within a few percent. The suitability of this approxima-

tion can be seen by comparing the green dashed and solid lines in Figure 2. G is the gravitational constant,

andMint is themass of the structurewith a radius less than |r|. The acceleration due to gas dragwas calculated
using equation (6).
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Figure A4. An additional example of the cooling of a post-impact synestia and formation of a moon. The information presented is the same as in (left) Figure 7

and (right) Figure 8. Columns show different time steps. (top row) Pressure contours of the vapor structure, where the black line denotes the boundary between

the isentropic and vapor-dome regions; (middle row) cumulative histograms of the radii at which mass condensed (green) and the locations to which falling

condensate was redistributed (blue); (bottom row) histograms (red, black) of the instantaneous mass distribution in the synestia. Red histograms binned by

Hill diameter of moon A at that time step; other histograms binned by 1 Mm. The black circles represent moon A, an estimate based on the total mass of

condensing material beyond the Roche limit. In the top row, the size of moon A is shown to scale assuming a bulk density of 3,000 kg m−3 . Blue diamonds

represent moon B, an estimate which includes some falling condensate, not shown to scale. Moons A and B are plotted at the radius of a circular Keplerian orbit

corresponding to the integrated angular momentum of their constituent mass. On the right, the mass (a) and vapor pressures (b) at moons A (black lines) and

B (blue lines) are shown. The green line is the total condensed mass (corresponding to the green histograms on the left). The red line is the midplane vapor

pressure at the Roche limit. In this example, the initial synestia was formed by a 0.3 MEarth body striking a 0.75 MEarth body at 11.3 km s−1 and an impact

parameter of 0.6. The seed of the moon in the first time step has a mass of 0.829 MMoon . The total mass of falling condensates over the time period shown was

6.8 MMoon.

The equation of motion (equation (A1)) can be solved by dividing it into a series of first-order, ordinary

differential equations. The components of equation (A1) in the r, 
, and � directions in spherical

coordinates are

r̈ = g + ar
D
+ r�̇2 + r sin2 (�)
̇2 , (A3)


̈ =
1

r sin (�)

(
a

D
− 2 sin (�)
̇ṙ − 2r cos (�)
̇�̇

)
, and (A4)

�̈ =
1

r

(
a
�

D
− 2ṙ�̇ + r sin (�) cos (�)
̇2

)
, (A5)

where ar
D
, a


D
, and a

�

D
are the components of the gas drag acceleration. 
 is the angle about the rotation axis,

and � is the angle away from the positive rotation axis. By defining  = ṙ, Θ = 
̇, andΦ = �̇ the above set of

equations can be written as

̇ = g + ar
D
+ rΦ2 + r sin2 (�)Θ2 , (A6)

Θ̇ =
1

r sin (�)

(
a

D
− 2 sin (�)Θ − 2r cos (�)ΘΦ

)
, and (A7)
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Figure A5. An additional example of the cooling of a post-impact synestia and formation of a moon. The information presented is the same as in (left) Figure 7

and (right) Figure 8, see Figure A4 for details. In this example, the initial synestia was formed by a 0.1 MEarth body striking a 0.99 MEarth body spinning with a 2.3 h

period (an angular momentum of 3 LEM) at 15 km s−1 and an impact parameter of 0.4. The seed of the moon in the first time step has a mass of 0.501 MMoon . The

total mass of falling condensates over the time period shown was 7.5 MMoon .

Φ̇ =
1

r

(
a
�

D
− 2Φ + r sin (�) cos (�)Θ2

)
. (A8)

We solved this set of six first-order, coupled, ordinary differential equation using the odeint function from the

SciPy package in PYTHON.

The condensates were initialized at a given position in the structure with a velocity equal to the azimuthal

gas velocity taken from the equilibrated SPH synestia shown in Figures 1 and 3. The mean angular velocity of

particles in the midplane was calculated in 1 Mm bins and it was assumed, based on the Poincare-Wavre

theorem, that the angular velocity did not varywith height above themidplane. Thegas velocitywas assumed

to be only in the azimuthal, 
, direction. The gas density, condensate density, condensate size, and drag

coefficient were all held constant in each simulation.

The gas drag of spheres is dependent on the Reynolds number, Re. The Reynolds number in this situation is

defined as

Re =
2Rcond�vap

|||v − vvap
|||

�vap

, (A9)

where �vap is the dynamic viscosity of the gas. The relative velocities (|v − vvap|) for centimeter-sized bod-

ies for the simulations shown in Figure 4 range from 0.1 to 100 m s−1 depending on gas density. Assuming a

viscosity �vap ∼ 10−5, the corresponding range of Reynolds number is 10–100. Lab experiments of gas flow

around spheres (e.g., Roos & Willmarth, 1971) have shown that the drag coefficient in this range of Reynolds

numbers is of order 1. Based on these results, we took a simple approach and used a constant gas drag

coefficient, CD = 2.
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Figure A6. An additional example of the cooling of a post-impact synestia and formation of a moon. The information presented is the same as in (left) Figure 7

(left) and (right) Figure 8, see Figure A4 for details. In this example, the initial synestia was formed by a 0.468 MEarth body striking a 0.572 MEarth body at

9.7 km s−1 and an impact parameter of 0.55. The seed of the moon in the first time step has a mass of 0.546 MMoon . The total mass of falling condensates over

the time period shown was 5.0 MMoon .

Appendix B: Examples of Potential Moon-Forming Synestias

Wedid not conduct a comprehensive study of satellite formation from impact-generated synestias, whichwe

leave for future work. Using our current database of giant impacts (LS17), we found potential Moon-forming

events based on the results of the cooling calculation described above. In this work, we focused on demon-

strating that different giant impact configurations could generate potential Moon-forming synestias, where

a lunar mass of material may accrete within 10 bars or more of vapor. Here we present additional examples of

synestias that could form a body similar to our Moon, generated by a variety of different impacts. The degree

of pressure support in example synestias are shown in Figures A1–A3. Figure A3 corresponds to the structure

shown in Figure 7. Examples of the time evolution of cooling synestias are shown in Figures A4–A6.

We note that after many impacts in our database, there is too little mass and AM beyond the Roche radius to

form a satellite approaching a lunar mass during the initial period of post-impact cooling. Not every synestia

may form a large satellite, and the formation of smaller moons from synestias is likely to be common.
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Erratum

Figure 18 has been replaced with a higher resolution version, and the readme files contained within the

Supporting Information files have been corrected to account for typos. The current version may be

considered the version of record.
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